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ESSAYS

Korais's Dream and Kairi's Drama:
A Chorus of Greek Women
by STRATOS E. CONSTANTINIDIS

Evanthia Kairi's Nikiratos (1826) dramatizes the siege of
Missolonghi in 1826, preceding the city's capture by the Turks
and Arabs. Why did Evanthia Kairi (1799-1866) choose to end
her play with a big bang of an explosion that killed all the
Greek heroes and their offspring who had chosen death over
submission? Why didn't she end the play with those Greek
men, women, and children crossing the enemy lines and continuing the War of Independence? Didn't Evanthia Kairi believe
that the West would support the Greek cause if the modern
Greeks resembled their classical counterparts as reconfigured
by the Europeans? Didn't she, after all, present Greece in her
play in the manner that Shelley presented it in his poetic drama
Hellas (1822)—as the last bastion of Christian Europe, making
no distinction between Classical Hellenism (paganism) and
Byzantine Hellenism (Christianity) in the crusade to liberate
the Christian cross from the Muslin crescent? How did Greek
nationalism reform Hellenism in the dramatic art of Evanthia
Kairi, and who were the women her play modeled, recognized,
and "hailed" (Louis Althousser's term) as its subjects from the
stage in the 1820s? The answer to these questions is to be found
in the way Kairi and her contemporary Greek women were
gradually more or less inculcated to the ideas of European Hellenism, national emancipation, and civil liberties.
Kairi's play is one of the earliest Greek dramatic responses
STRATOS
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to European colonialists who, in their journals, presented the
Greeks of the 1820s as having an inferior culture—not only in
comparison to the modern Europeans but also to the classical
Greeks. The modern Greeks were, in the European view, suffering from cultural isolation, lack of mobility, paucity of literature,
tribal organization, guerrilla tactics, and widespread illiteracy,
(e.g., London Literary Gazette, January 18, 1823, 313:43-44).
Kairi's case was more or less typical for many Greek women in
the second quarter of the nineteenth century, and therefore all
the more seminal, because she did not travel to Europe like so
many other Greeks—including Adamantios Korais (1748-1833),
who worked in Holland and France, making Paris his home in
1788; Theofilos Kairis (1784-1853), who worked in Italy,
France, and England; and Eleni Gika (1828-1868), a prolific
author of liberal essays written under the pen name Dora d'
Istria, who in 1855 divorced her husband, the Romanian Prince
Alexander Masalskii, and lived in Italy. The well-traveled Greeks
brought to the less cosmopolitan and presumed-to-be less sophisticated Greeks like Evanthia Kairi what they considered to
be progressive, enlightening, fashionable ideas from the West.
They believed that literacy and education were necessary to
raise the Greek national consciousness and to create a nation-state.
The Greek schools that mushroomed under the Ottoman rule
in the Balkans and Asia Minor are a testimony of this belief.
And so is the correspondence between Evanthia Kairi and Adamantios Korais from 1814 to 1820.
This correspondence indicates that Adamantios Korais
mailed books to her with the intention to "educate" her, and that
she gradually came close to representing his ideas of an educated
young Greek woman of the ninteenth century. "Study these every
day," Korais wrote to her on January 28, 1815, "if you want
to live happily and to leave behind an immortal name when you
depart from life. Study, dear daughter, to become like the
woman who was sought after by Solomon." Korais believed that
scholarship without ethics was harmful, and he advised her to
learn the "art of life" (Tixvri Too Giou) , which is the foundation for a truly happy life. Korais was delighted with Evanthia's
progress and he was impressed by her literary accomplishments.
"For your information," Korais wrote on December 20, 1820,
8
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"Kairis sister, Evanthia, translated, on my advice, Fenelon's
French Traite de Peducation des filles. This same young woman
translated from the French the Eulogy of Marcus Aurilius. Despite its errors, I assure you that very few of our male authors
are capable of translating it more intelligently" (Rotas 1839,
282; also see Asopios 1853, 200).
Evanthia's relationship with Adamantios Korais (who met
Thomas Jefferson in Paris and corresponded with him between
1823 and 1825 on drawing up a suitable constitution for the
Greeks) and with Theofilos Kairis (whose academic freedom
and civil rights were violated by the Greek Church and Criminal
Court between 1839 and 1852) provides a good example of how
a Greek woman was gradually inculcated to Western learning
and the ideas of national emancipation, nation building, and
civil liberties in the repressive Kingdom of Greece before and
after the constitutional amendments of 1844.
To this date, only superficial attention has been paid to
Evanthia's presence in the life, thought, and imagination of
Adamantios Korais and Theofilos Kairis. Henry Post, an American volunteer who met her at the Public School of Syros in 1828,
describes her as "a fine looking woman, between thirty and
forty years of age, and far exalted above her country-women in
point of talents and literary accomplishment" (1830, 223). Post
overestimated her age and underestimated the talents and accomplishments of Greek "country-women." Kairi was twentynine years old in 1828. Post found her to be a very articulate
advocate of Greek women's rights, and he was both impressed
and surprised that Greek women knew how to think even though
they did not know how to read and write. Likewise, theater
historians have underestimated this young woman's contribution
to the formation of Greek national drama and theater in addition
to fashioning and disseminating modern Greek nationalism and
Hellenism.
Both Adamantios Korais and Theofilos Kairis, who became
friends in Paris between 1807 and 1810, shouldered the educational mission of reviving the analytical thought of their classical Greek heritage for the Greeks of the nineteenth century.
From 1805 to 1827, Korais alone published twenty-eight volumes
of works by ancient authors. However, the project of hellenizing
Korais's Dream and Kairi 's Drama
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the Greeks of the nineteenth century in terms of analytical thinking was resisted by the clergy. They believed it would undermine their Byzantine heritage. The clergy and the local authorities
saw evidence of the "pernicious" hellenizing influence in the
democratic, populist beliefs of Theofilos Kairis himself in the
1830s. In 1835, Kairis declined the honor to be decorated by
King Otto of the Hellenes (1832-1862) with the Golden Cross
of the Savior for his work during the Greek War of Independence. In 1835, Kairis declined his appointment as professor of
philosophy at the newly founded University of Athens. Finally,
in 1839, the Mayor of Syros brought charges against him because
Kairis introduced a "new religion" (GEocilacc) that was allegedly undermining the Greek nation-state and the Greek Orthodox
Christian faith.
Kairis's "new religion" was a blend of Greek and British
empiricism from Epicurus to David Hume and a concoction of
deism from Aulus Cornelius Celsus to Friedrich Ernst Schleiermacher. He rehashed their ideas in the ideological pan of the
Greek enlightenment, and he belatedly published them under such
titles as "Gnosiology" (1849) , "Elements of Philosophy"
(1851), "A Summary of Godfearing Lessons and Ethics" (1852),
and "Prayers and Holy Songs of Godfearing Folks" (1852).
Kairis denied the divine nature of Jesus Christ and the "myths"
(sic) surrounding his conception, miracles, and resurrection—
including the idea of the Holy Trinity, and the divine inspiration,
which, according to Mark, enabled the Apostles to speak foreign
languages (yA.6.1acToac Xcickficroual. KaLvaic) without any study
or training (ch. 16, v. 17). However, what got him into trouble
was his attempt to demythologize the Bible for his six hundred
students at the orphanage that he founded on the island of
Andros in 1836 with money from his brother, Dimitrios. Theofibs ICairis taught his students about the harmful effects of all
religions, and gave them an education based on analytical reasoning, empirical evidence, and common sense, rather than blind
faith.
Evanthia Kairi shared her brother's views, but she was
concerned he was pushing for cultural advances at a much faster
pace than the sociopolitical realities of the Kingdom of Greece
would permit. "I was never able to persuade him to at least
10
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walk slower," Evanthia wrote, "because high speed may do
more harm than good" (May 27, 1838). History proved her
right. Theofilos Kairis, who was sworn as a monk and was
ordained deacon in 1801, was arrested and tried by the Holy
Synod in Athens in 1839. He was unfrocked on charges of
modernism and heresy, and he served a two-year confinement
at the Monastery of the Annunciation on the island of Skiathos
and at the Monastery of Prophet Ilias on the island of Thera.
But his ordeal was not over. In 1852 he was arrested and tried
a second time on charges of proselytizing folks to his "new
religion" in Syros. He was sentenced to a two-year imprisonment,
but died in his cell a few days after his trial. The Supreme Court
(ApeLog rlexyoc) revoked the decision of the Criminal Court
(1-1X.r1tivaXELobucatov) of Samos the following year.
Evanthia, who chose celibacy over marriage, assisted her
brother in his educational mission from the very beginning of his
teaching career. "I am his fellow traveler in my imagination,"
Evanthia wrote, "I see the dangers, I am trembling, I am shuddering, I am shaken, I am saddened, I worry about all that he
is suffering and all that he is encountering" (May 27, 1838).
It is nevertheless difficult to determine to what degree Western
humanism and the European Enlightenment influenced the revolutionary activity and writings of Evanthia Kairi over the
years, in view of the fact that her thoughts, her writings, and
her actions were influenced mainly by Greek texts, the local
material conditions of the War of Independence, and the sociopolitical realities of the new nation-state and the Kingdom of
Greece. After the establishment of the Greek nation-state, the
peril of the West became more prominent and apparent to the
Greeks both in Greece and in Europe. Evanthia's mentor, Adamantios Korais, was among the first to recognize the growing
threat from the Christian Western powers, which were taking
hold of the administration of the newly founded Greek nationstate thanks to their Greek affiliates. "What is best for Greece
to do under the present circumstances now that it is liberated
from the Turks," Adamantios Korais asked, "in order to avoid
enslavement by Christians who act like Turks (XpLattavok
Toupgovrac) ?"

*
Korais's Dream and Kairi's Drama
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When the insurrection began, the Greek fleet evacuated the
Greeks from Kydonies in 1821. The Kairis family returned to
the island of Andros because its islanders had declared their
independence from the Ottoman Empire less than a month
earlier. Evanthia watched and described the war activities in her
letter to her brother, who had become a member of the Friendly
Society ((I)&1.1(1 eratp(a) in 1819, joined the insurrection in
1821, and fought and was wounded at the Mt. Olympus campaign. As a representative of the islanders of Andros, he participated in the National Assemblies of the Greeks, and was stationed in Nafplio, Hydra, Tripolis, and Salamis. In her letters,
Evanthia Kairi reports on how the patrolling Turkish fleet cut
off travel to Andros (November 4, 1822), and how her family
planned to escape to the island of Poros (June 20, 1823). Likewise, Theofilos Kairis, who joined the Greek parliament in Salamis, describes to Evanthia the destitute living conditions of
the Greek refugees on the island of Salamis, the military exploits and death of Markos Botsaris at Karpenisi, the seven
hundred friendly families who lived on the island and "all speak
the Albanian dialect" (op.&oexnv 6Xot up/ o&Gavudiv Ena&EKtov), and the growing number of frightened Turkish prisoners
of war (September 6, 1823) .
Evanthia Kairi's involvement in the Greek War of Independence took several forms before she wrote her play, Nikiratos
(1826). For example, she wrote a letter to the women philhellenes in Greek and in French, and published it after cosigning
along with another thirty-one women—among them Eleni Athanasiou, Theodora Athanasiou, Maria Tombazi, Kyriaki Kriezi,
Vasiliki Tsamadou, Irini Miaouli, Eleni Sahini, Elisabeth Nakou,
Ekaterini Georgiou Skouze, Anthippi Drakou, Marigo Zarahani,
and Argyro Politaki. Kairi's Letter of Some Greek Women to the
Women Philhellenes (which was published on the island of Hydra
on April 17, 1825) describes the suffering of Greek women when
the Ottoman Turks destroyed Kydonies in 1821, ravaged the
island of Chios with fire and sword in 1822, and captured the
island of Crete and desolated the island of Psara in 1824, among
other islands crowded with Greek refugees. "We assure you,
women friends of Greece," Evanthia Kairi wrote, "that none
of the misfortunes that we suffered, has pierced our hearts as
12
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much as the inhumanity, so that we do not mention the ferocity,
that was shown to our nation by many of those who boast that
they were born in wise Europe, that they read many admirable
ethical books, and even more amazing, that they are students of
the Bible, and have heard the most famous preachers of virtue."
It is easier to ascertain how European perceptions of Greece
became an "internal" consciousness for the "daughters" of the
Greek Revolution in Kairi's translations, letters, and prefaces
than in her play, Nikiratos. For instance, her translations of
Traite de P education des tildes by Francois Fenelon (1651-1715),
a theologian with liberal views on education, and Conseils a ma
fine by Jean Nicolas Bouilly (1763-1842), a playright, were
widely read by young Greek women who felt inspired by Evanthia's revolutionary fervor. In 1833, one of these women, Alexandra Nikolaou Kaloudi from the island of Kea, wrote to
Evanthia, who was paying an extended visit to her brother, Dimitrios, a merchant in Ermoupolis, Syros. In her letter, Kaloudi
explains how useful she found Kairi's translation, Words of
Advice to my Daughter (1820), and how much she was inspired
to follow in Kairi's footsteps and to pass on what she was taught
(April 12, 1833). Kairi herself was inspired by Adamantios
Korais's admonitory letters in her youth, but the extent to
which she followed in his footsteps without developing a mind
of her own in her mature life is debatable. For example, he had
asked to become like the educated Middle Eastern woman who,
in Korais's imagination, would be desirable to wise men like
Solomon of Jerusalem, and not to those like Solon of Athens.
Kairi remained single and reportedly celibate, avoiding the role
of a woman as object of male pleasure or a woman as mother.
It would be incorrect to explain her celibacy under the assumption
that she took her mentor's advice to mean only mental, not
carnal desire—or to imply that she acquired a "Middle Eastern"
sex appeal, which proved to be a poor investment in the Greek
marriage market.
A more reliable interpretation of Kairi's mind, and Nikiratos, could perhaps be obtained by observing how sexual desire
and ethnocentric nationalism are parceled out to serve the mass
appeal of the Greek insurrection—especially in the ninth scene
of the first act. Kairi introduces a chorus of desperate, emanciated
Korais's Dream and Kair? s Drama
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Greek women and helpless war orphans whose husbands, brothers,
and fathers have answered the call to arms. At the suggestion of
Nikiratos's daughter (Cleoniki), the women sing an anthem
to the dead Greek women, which gradually becomes an anthem
to the Greek women who are alive and singing (1826, 26). The
anthem says that nature witnessed their choice of a glorious
death over dishonorable slavery; that the enemy collaborators are
not worthy of a free life; that grass and water—not tombs or
monuments—keep their "most clean bodies" covered "from the
defiling eyes of the barbarians"; that women all over the world
continue to lament in memory of their well-beloved (itoXapacY'rov) name; that the happiness and renown of the dead Greek
women are great and eternal throughout the world; that they
sacrificed themselves for their faith and, in this sense, died free;
and that their irrational enemies persecuted them without reason.
The anthem ends as follows:
Holy victims of freedom,
Please let us join your dance.
We prefer the abyss and the flames
over indecent and dishonorable slavery.
We prefer death
over indecent and dishonorable slavery.
Holy victims of freedom,
You sacrificed yourselves for the country.
You died free.
We, too, will die free.
We, too, will die free.
(1826, 28)
The vivid image of the Greek women on the stage who
wish to join the dead Greek women in a joyful dance of death
exemplifies how Kairi's nationalist rhetoric reframes and somewhat reforms Christian Hellenism (faith vs. barbarians) in her
play. This rhetoric puts the women in a suicidal, (hence antiChristian) mood. Sexual desire is replaced by a death wish that
turns their "clean bodies" into dead bodies. Their suicidal behavior is presented as an acceptable—even praiseworthy—alternative, and their libido is satisfied by remaining unyielding to
14
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defilement and racial impurity when the "barbarians" penetrate
and possess the besieged town. The imminent conquest of the
besieged town by the "barbarians" causes so great an anxiety
in these Greek women that death begins to look preferable,
desirable, almost fun. The big bang of the deadly explosion at
the end of the play relieves all tensions, and the verse, "we, too,
will die free," at the very end of the first act acquires a double
meaning. The singing women mean that they will die "unconquered" (free), but also that they will die "unengaged" (free).
A Greek woman like Kairi in 1826 was considered free (EXEOBER) when not engaged or married.
Nikiratos is an interpretation and an enactment of the
colonial situation, recognizing the contribution of Greek women
to the cause of national emancipation. It honors the tribulations
of those female war victims who, like the fifty-seven Souliot
women with their children on Mt. Zalonghos in 1803, danced
on their way to death. Her play is an ideological critique of
Ottoman Greek culture in the 1820s, because it recreates an important moment from the Ottoman past of the Greeks, presents
it from the perspective of those subjects who were, for the most
part, an underclass (Greek and female) in Ottoman society,
and offers an interpretation of the colonial situation. The way
in which Kairi introduces the female experience, perspective, and
circumstance into her play illustrates her ideological agenda.
She affirms her native Greek culture, and she tries to recover
usable memories from both the ancient and the modern Greek
past that can incite the Greeks of her day to acts of self-denial
and heroism.
Kairi's notion of heroes and heroines is different from that
of Shelley (1792-1822) or Byron (1788-1924). Shelley's heroes
are rebellious, self-reliant individualists who advocate utopian
radical changes of the sociopolitical order on a grand Promethean
scale. In Hellas, for example, the captive Greek women hope
that the ideal Athens will be revived without war, murder, or
vengeance, and that love and reason, not blood or gold, will
prevail in the new era (1094-1095). Kairi does not share
Shelley's idealistic view of history. Shelley believed that the
wheel of fortune turns regardless of human intervention. In
Kairi's materialist view of history, it is only the heroism of men
Korais's Dream and Kairi 's Drama
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and women that can turn things around. Consequently, martial
heroism is not futile and it is directly related to the realization
of the imagined Greek nation-state.
Of course Shelley and Kairi belonged to different genders,
classes, cultures, and nations. Shelley was an aristocrat, one of
Charles Sainte-Beuve's "classici" (1850, 39, 48), who enjoyed
high class, high income, excellent education, and who articulated
his revolutionary idealism in a sophisticated, elevated literary
style. Kairi, on the other hand, was middle class, the seventh
and last child of Nikolaos Kairis and Asimina Kambanaki. Her
family moved from the island of Andros to Kydonies (alias,
Aivali), a seaport of 30,000 people in Asia Minor, when her
brother Theofilos, who had studied in Pisa and Paris, was hired
to teach at the High School of Kydonies in 1812. In this exclusively Greek town, which had been an independent municipality by a decree since 1740, Evanthia became fluent in French,
Italian, and ancient Greek, and an accomplished translator.
Ambrose Firmin Didot (1790-1876), who met "the charming
Evanthia" in Kydonies when she was seventeen years old, was
impressed by her education. "Who could suspect," Didot wrote
in his Notes d' tin voyage fait dans le Levant en 1816 et 1817,
"that, in this virtually unknown little town in Asia, a small,
miserable house would contain a young woman with such an
exceptional education" (1817, 375-376).
Jennifer Wallace explains how Shelley's "intellectual" and
"political" Hellenism departed from Byron's "emotional" Hellenism (1997, 4). By focusing on Shelley, Wallace challenges
the conventional notion that the Romantic and Victorian view
of Hellenism was idealistic and conformist. However, Kairi's
play gave Romantic Hellenism a new dimension. She did not
model her play on a classical Greek tragedy. Shelley, on the
other hand, had modeled his play on Aescylus's The Persians
(472 B.C.). He set the action in the palace of Sultan Mahmud
II, who speaks to the spirit of Mahomet II, like Atossa speaks
to the ghost of Darius in the classical Greek tragedy. Shelley
focused on the abstract idea of Hellas rather than on the material
reality of Greece, and he apologized for his dependence on
"newspaper erudition?' His restorative vision of classical Greece
fades out before the hegemony of Islam is overthrown, and
16
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before the hegemony of Christianity is challenged by the resurrected Greek democracy that Shelley had associated with atheism
prior to his writing of Hellas. Despite his imaginative calls for
revolution, the reality remains that Shelley, who was a baron,
distrusted the results of a people's revolt that would bring about
massive political and social reforms in England or any other
country. This lack of political and militant courage that made
him afraid of offering the vote to every male citizen is not shared
by Evanthia Kairi, who dramatizes the revolt of the Greeks in
her play.
Byron's heroes, on the other hand, are so egocentric and
self-absorbed in their Satan-like rebellion against authority that
they are not seriously concerned with nation building. The
Byronic hero was not Kairi's cup of tea. She positioned her
heroes within the Greek family and its community. In Kairi's
play, the private concerns are community concerns and what is
collective becomes a private affair. The Greek nation is the sum
total of families such as that of Nikiratos. A firm nation depends
on faithful households, and its collective affairs can be managed
like good housekeeping. Therefore, Kairi knows that an inappropriate standard of heroism at times like this might push
the Greek nation in the wrong direction. Consequently, family
ties remain very strong in her play. Cleoniki and her younger
brother do not challenge their father except in their decision
to stay and die with him in Missolonghi (1826, 42-43). The
children cannot see themselves able to survive or grow outside
of his benevolent parental control. By recognizing and celebrating certain actions as heroic, Kairi empowered the Greek women
who perform them, encouraging others to emulate them. But
not all members of a society would agree on what is an appropriate standard of civic, let alone heroic, behavior, and plays
like Nikiratos (along with its staged revivals) become sites of
political struggle. Kairi's point is that the conduct of individuals
(like Nikiratos) is the only permanent fountain of national cohesion, progress, and grandeur. The nation and its individuals
enjoy a symbiotic relationship, which strengthens both of them.
The conduct of individuals like the traitor who revealed the plan
of the exodus to Ibrahim Pasha illustrates that personal ethics,
ethnic survival, and national security are interdependent.
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In conclusion, the birth of national Greek drama during the
first quarter of the nineteenth century found some of its more
eloquent Greek authors writing abroad unable to live in the land
they wished to turn into a nation-state. Schematically speaking,
modern Greek drama and the modern nation-state (not the Kingdom of Greece) were born together. It is therefore understandable why modern Greek dramatists—including Evanthia Kairi—
subscribed to the ideological project of inventing a collective
"imaginary" (Jacques Lacan's term). But during the years of
"prospective being," the visions of the modern Greek dramatists
were at variance. Some of them bought into the notion of progress that implemented the view of Western colonialism sugarcoated by a layer of European Hellenism. Kairi lived and worked
in Greece, and her play, Nikiratos, adds another dimension to
European Romantic Hellenism. Kairi did not put Romantic Hellenism at the heart of modern Greek culture the way Shelley
situated classical Hellenism at the center of British culture. She
preferred to use a modern Greek paradigm by fusing ancient
and modern times for the sake of the future. Of course, Greek
society was historically so complex in the 1820s and so crossfertilized that purist trends like that of Kairi could not fully
deodorize Greek culture from its oriental scent.
APPENDIX
Shelley's Hellas has seven parts—three episodes of dialogue in blank-verse flanked by four stasima of songs delivered
by a chorus of captive Greek women. The action takes place
within twenty-four hours—from sunset to sunset. In the first
stasimon (1-113), the women sing that liberty is the key that
turns life, hope, truth, and love into meaningful, productive
virtues. In the first episode (114-196), Sultan Mahmud wakes
up from a nightmare and, worried about the outcome of the
war between the Greeks and the Turks, he sets up an appointment with Ahasuerus, a wandering Jew. In the second Stasimon
(197-238), the captive Greek women cry for the "golden years"
of classicism, which were superseded by Christianity, and they
describe Jesus as a "Promethean conqueror." Nonetheless, they
18
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sing that the flux of human history renders any ideal obsolete,
and the Christi= Greeks will win over the Muslim Turks.
"The moon of Mahomet" will set and "the cross" will lead the
generations on into the future.
Indeed, in the second episode (239-647), Sultan Mahmud
receives distressing news of the Greek courage at the Battle of
Bucharest, the departure of the Russian ambassador, the capture
of several cities by Greek rebels, the massacre of Turkish civilians
in these cities, the neutralizing of Turkish warlords like Ali
Pasha, the uprising by dissident groups in other parts of the
Ottoman Empire—from Arabia to Ethiopia, and from Crete to
Cyprus. The ambivalent outcome of a naval battle between the
Greek and the Turkish fleet makes Ma.hnaud impatiently silence
the last messenger and leave to keep his appointment with Ahasuerus. In the third stasimon (648 737), the captive Greek women
warn against interpreting the news of the Turkish defeats as
Greek victories. True freedom and victory are not to be found
in recapturing the citadels and restoring the temples of classical
Greece, but in reviving the founding principles of the classical
Greek culture that survive in the best aspects of European humanism. "Greece and her foundations are built below the tide of
war," wrote Shelley, "based on the crystalline sea of thought
and its eternity; her citizens, imperial spirits, rule the present
from the past, on all this world of men inherits, their seal is
set" (696-703). In short, the true victory and freedom is spiritual, not material.
In the third episode (738 939), Ahasuerus responds to
Sultan Mahmud's desire to know the future. He tells the Sultan
that the four manifestations of human thought—will, passion,
reason, and imagination—are indestructible, and they remain
the causes behind all historical changes in the material world.
Having convinced the Sultan of the power of the human mind
over time (monistic idealism) , Ahasuerus evokes the spirit of
Mohamet II, the conqueror of Constantinople. The spirit describes how a new empire will succeed his, just like the Ottoman
conquered the decaying Byzantine (Roman) Empire about five
centuries earlier. In his frame of mind, Mahmud greets the news
of the Turkish victory in the battle against the Greeks at the end
of the play with despair. In the same context, the captive Greek
-

-
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women in the last stasimon (940-1101) draw hope even from
the news of the military defeat of the Greeks, affirming the
survival of Hellas as an ideal. In time, the "sunset of hope"
will yield to the sunrise of hope, when "Greece, which is dead,
is arisen!" The captive Greek women sing that "the world's
great age begins anew, the golden years return." The new Hellas
will shed off the recent past like a snake-skin and it will revive
its vitality, becoming worthy of willful, passionate, reasonable,
imaginative men.
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Nicolas Calas's Poetry
and the Critique of Greekness
by PANAYIOTIS BOSNAKIS

"Nicolas Calas ? Do not even consider him a poet! Even he
himself admitted that and distributed his poems only among his
few Greek friends." This is how a colleague who knew Calas
intimately commented on his poetry as we were strolling one
Sunday afternoon in Greenwich Village. Nevertheless, I am
convinced that Calas, despite his talent as an art critic among
other things, was indeed a poet. In fact, he was a grand poet,
with a fine poetic instinct, who went unnoticed by Greek scholars
mainly because his ideas were ahead of his other Greek contemporaries. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that
Calas challenged the ideas of Greekness manifested by the Generation of the 1930s from their very emergence. Calas envisioned
Greece's revolutionary and democratic model very much as Cavafy
and Kazantzakis previously did each in their own way. However, his poetry was destined for mere obscurity and unfair
neglect, not to mention suspicion, mainly due to its ideological
conflict with predominant and powerful forces in Greek criticism.
Modern Greek scholars often take it for granted that Greekness became the unchallenged, hegemonic, and official ideology
of the generation of the 1930s. It is also the case that institionalized national modernism was further strengthed through the
due course of both academic and literary criticism during the
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ensuing decades, consolidating especially in the 1960s and afterward. Alternative views of Hellenism, when applied explicitly,
were either not adequately understood or altogether disregarded
by predominant assimilating forces. In what follows, I will
demonstrate Nicolas Calas' earlier attempts to critically question
the ideology of Greekness.
Tradition and Continuity, Endangered Species?

Calas could not submit himself to a locally defined modernism driven by ethnocentric sophistry, whose only parameters
would be the reinvention of folk tradition, demoticism, and
homogenization. On the contrary, his modernizing aspirations
embraced fragmentation, subversion, and a Heraclitean pertinent
change. For, according to Calas, the question was not the consolidation of certain cultural forces, but the immersion of modern
people into a culture of successive subversive changes. For this
very reason, Calas rescued from classical antiquity not what
could be easily consumed according to bourgeois tastes by rendering myths to unthreatening commodities of the new era. Instead,
he envisioned Greek antiquity as a mechanism of awakening
creative imagination to its social and cultural significance, focusing only on what was exclusively intended to subvert and counterattack modern bourgeois culture.
In his quest for Hellenism, Calas questioned the reinvention
of tradition and continuity:
tTjc LOTOptag

pou 0 api.t6c xed3rpcz, 5Ev ccvcceptaKETat

(Forever lost is my history's link, unfound forever)
,(«ETAXE 0).upatfou Ack», 1983:68)
Antiquity seemed detached and removed from the present
plight that needed to be rediscovered. In the poem <KXtfiXEc
Okuirrrtou A 1.6c», Calas referred to the foreigners of antiquity,
our alienation from its original spirit, mediated by aged corrosive
thought of penetrating mentalities and other cultures.
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EVIXElpa TOUC Kpt5OUC X(OLVOUg Or(oug
1100 OTéKOUV E8C;) CCIIRTITOL OUthVEC Td)pa
yptKer3V`Tag itapaatiavcav corcapEcov tT ykuKtdc

ax6.

(I envied the cold stones
standing here still for ages
listening to the sweet echoes of past excitement.)
,(cDr)ec 0Avp,ntot) Ack», 1983:68)
For the Greeks, instead of searching in depth to reinvent
this lost link with antiquity, to reinscribe their lives to the
harmony of aesthetic, ethical, and political praxis, they had
been dragged into nationalistic dreams and unfulfilled promises.
All the children of my generation have heard over
and over again the marvelous tale of the last Byzantine
Emperor, Constantine the Eleventh.
(1941:45)

He attacked "folkloristic" modernism and, together with
this, all those poets and scholars who saw in it the renewal of
Greece. A few decades later, when Odysseus Elytis was asked
to write on Calas, he stated:
kriatiovoóliE Ott K6MEOTE, cm' itaig5cpta Trpoirtastiodi
Mira, etvca au-r6 [Evv.ta noujilccrcc TOU
TIOU
bt.ccvo(ccvE avext.teacc aTOV ito:XoctoXieut6 erIccpvacgrem
Km tTV etott.tOppoirn earrtm, LtKca.votipra ob6: -rriv
oSS Nuoirroc Pecvrou.
(And let us not forget that some time ago, in blissful prewar
Athens, [the poems of Calas) opened, between the palaeolithic "Parnassus" and the prone to be demolished "Estia,"
a new street: Niketas Randos Street.)
(Cala.% 1977:8)
Calas paved the way for a new mindset in Greek literature.
"Niketas Randos Street" was the way that Calas presented to his
contemporaries a new poetry, freed from the illusions of a reactionary ethnocentric modernism and pointing to, instead, one
Nicolas Calas's Poetry and the Critique of Greekness
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of open experimentation. By experimentation I do not necessarily
mean linguistic or formalistic innovation, but something deeper:
an ontolocally concerned and aesthetically conscious and refreshing mind, committed to the intellectual inquiries of his
time in finding a new role for Greek poetry. Thus, Calas was,
in fact, concerned with a new poetics in Greece, to the same
degree as Seferis was. Greek modernism should be contemporary
with, but also rival to, other Western European modemisms.
Calas deliberately wanted to deemphasize nationalism's impact
upon poetry. Poetry is an individual and inspirational praxis
with larger implications for society as a whole. It is the poet's
task to assume a great deal of responsibility for his transcribed
environment. Of course, the poet's dissociation from his nation,
and the reinforcement of his role as a socially minded actor,
occurred slightly earlier with the symbolist poets, and particularly
with Kostas Karyotakis. Yet, there was a notable difference:
these earlier poets were straying for autonomy and art for art's
sake. Calas was fighting to turn the world upside down; specifically, to transform the whole society into a completely modernized state founded on elemental Hellenic principles hitherto
obliterated or forgotten by other Greek authors. With Calas,
the entire endeavor assumed a consistently and inadvertedly
historical and philosophical flow of crystal ideas about Hellenism, Europe, Romanticism, and the Renaissance.
Ethno populism and the Excesses of Greekness

Calas gravely warned about the widespread dangers of
ethnopopulism in reforming Neohellenic identity. Etlmopopulism represents the excelles of national culture to reprodume itself
in populist ways. Greek ethnopopulism was largely affected by
philhellenism, leading to an objectified casting of Greece as a
product, or as a tourist site. However, ethnopopulism being a
British, and by extention an American, phenomenon, it should be
carefully distinguished from orientalism and philhellenism in
the sense that it refers immediately and uniquely to the folklorization of modern Greece.
In XuA.Xoyfi Ax,, Calas parodies Greece as subject to tourist
28
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invasion. With the influx of British and Americans to Greece,
politically conservative Greeks soon fell prey to becoming westernized. At the same time, many Greeks emigrated to America,
Canada, and Australia, seeking a better standard of living. Nevertheless, the disillusionment of immigration further deepened upon
the ideological confusion of the postwar petite-bourgeois Greeks.
H Kupta ilacyKow ano TO Matecin Kat TCC (DapaccXa
ytoptc5cCat Cp&COC TO XpLOTOC AV60771 X0pEt50Vtag
POK EVT PoX avav Taa.ta
KL 0 KOpLOC liaCyKOVU, KL CXUTOC xopet5st t-LE TOOXL4C
Elk.b otrv 11X.dcKa, AyyXoc 1f acirraicrrri apaoluaKii
Trpocpopdc anavya.XEL KaMccpi.
(Mrs. Pagony from Miami and Pharsala
this year celebrates Christos Anesti dancing
Rock 'n' Roll with an evzone
and Mr. Pagony dances with another evzone,
while in Plaka an Englishman with a faultless Erasmic accent
recites Cavafy.)
(«Avrevie, 1977:92)
It is not only the emerging petite-bourgeois, Americanized
Greeks, but also the images of Greekness and the exponents of
national modernism that are directly criticized in the above lines.
Calas's parody is sharply ironic and realistic in an Aristophanean
sense. Claims to metaphysical truths, the lyric and optimistic
soul, as well as all elements traditionally attributed to poetics
of Greekness, are now removed by the poem. British colonialism
is also targeted:
TtO XOyco no° o ApEtoc Ildcyoc tttvEt tpecxoc
Kat TO TZH M1-111 1-Kpccvr MirpaTdryv Kt Oxt KOnpoc I

(Glory to reason that the Supreme Court remains as rock
and Gee Bee as Grand Bretagne and not Cyprus!)
Soxelcp, 197T:87)
Pericles' wife, Aspasia, is now pictured as a mistress
servicing the British and the Italians at Cairo's Port Said:
Nicolas Calas's Poetry and the Critique of Greekness
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Hcrouv Ammo:Tic( Kat OE yveapLcra cetiv o156
flapuaioug [...)
TTIV E7COLIEVTI .111olitaV GI. I toa.ot OTO AVT14-Ailltil.t7CCC.
(You were Aspasia and I met you in Pericles Street [•3
next day the Italians invaded Addis Ababa.)
(ells Atmccap.orip, 1977:88)
He parodies all the kitsch aesthetics involved in modernizing
the Greek bourgeois class. Well-known public and artistic figures
in Greece also become targets, including Vassilis Vassilikos,
Melina Merkouri, Leonidas Christakis, George Seferis, Odysseus
Elytis, Alexis Akrithakis, Yiannis Tsarouchis, Alexandros bolas,
and the last king, Constantine. The Aegean has lost the glory
and beauty that Elytis attributed to it. Galas writes:
EccX.Xac toptavoKpouatEc
T1XOOV Vica CTOIJC KOXMEC

cap&rou xatthricc triv oabea

Vie CTO

&glop() cpcbc Tou

Awatou

xca tic Tptxutdo:c.
(Frantic drummings
echo in the snails
since I swallowed the shame in the salty light of the Aegean
and the tempest.)
(gesizycxeco, 1977:98)
Calas adores the Aegean, but in a different way than Elytis.
He mixes the Aegean and the marbles of the Parthenon dressed
in the mystique of a revolutionary character. "Santorini," for
example, is a Heraclitean poem composed by "danger and
fire" to denote the necessity for a radical shifting of our perception of the Aegean. In it, the poet performs a theatrical act
in the middle of the archipelago, representing "the wild Thera"
(the ancient name of Santorini). This is not Elytis's nostalgic
Santorini, but a reddish land of volcanos, mingled with fire,
smoke, and thunder, awakening those who enjoy a happy sleep.
Calas seeks the transformative permutation of the sea and the
volcanic land. For him, Santorini represents the irrational other,
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as well as the Heraclitean reconciliation and coexistence of
extreme opposites. Its characteristic traits are able to disrupt
the tranquil nature of the Aegean and the peace of other islands.
Eatotivrai TokXt ot dueol K Tcrpockl Tow VOAEOEt TO
vapthv TOO AiyaEau.
(The bottoms are shaken again and their disturbance fakes
the color of the Aegean's salty water.)

XpCbtla TCOV ap.upeov

("Santorini," 1983:67)

Santorini teaches him the pain of life:
TroOth TT/ 1.31u1ri yri Triv c5:yptcx, Triv ithxxivq yr] Trou
blExkOKEL
.1.1E CpCAW lag KOCI. Kccirvo6c Kai Gpovric 1E ti newoug
rriCatco. I Coal.
(I crave for the desert land, the wild, the red land that
teaches
with flames and smoke and thunder the painful creation of
life.)
("Santorini," 1983:64)
It

is the rocky ruins, the relics of Oia that impress him.

Airervco ,a-rouc apamatilvoug Spaxot)c Tic Otac ta
intokaltit.tona y(4ivavouva TT] yr).
(On the ruined rocks of Oia, the relics bare the earth.)
("Santorini," 1983:65)
Santorini represents the inflamed cosmos in ruins It is exactly
this dialectic picture of Hellenism with its opposites, "the beauty
in ruins" that Calas wanted to resurrect.
Calas's Critique to National Modernism

With his "Poems of 1933," Calas aimed to further challenge
national modernism and Greelmess by counterproposing a socially
Nicolas Calas' s Poetry and the Critique of Greekness
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conscious cosmopolitan poetry. During the 1930s, he developed
an optimist political poetry, engaging in a dialogue with other
modernist poets in Greece. Greekness became central in much of
his criticism. However, by the 1940s, as he resided in New York,
Calas had deeply realized the conservative turn and the institutionalized form of the poetry of Greekness. As a populist ideology
instead of a concept of historical and social enlightenment, Greekness became the center around which the interests of most poets
and writers evolved. This represented not just a coterie of friends,
but the establishment of a literary institution. Calas's post-1945
poems are caustic satires of this poetic establishment. National
literature, with its picturesque character, became a recurring theme
of this writing.
llecvca orre
rIXacKcc, crrriv Tap:5mm TOO nEptiall
»
MOvia Kai ta X.ouvecpia ea 11:pc.a-corirjcsouv
0 Kavatac not) ccvaxdcXutpa TT/ 1101.11TLK11 aUx TOO tctoO
vEpot5
ontayyaXA.st cerrOtpE TO 03 Micalacdecc al/at yXwayrEpoc
catc5 TOV ed0AXTO...x,
KCCI. LL KaLvo.ropla OT. CCEAtE,OBCC
Ol OE.SOTI&EC 1.1.E Ta TocxuthVx TOM/
OCC illeraq)apouv thaov XEcacp6pou Zur(potkraav
cntacriliva yLoc va ta Taourcpkyouv ILE
1rccv4oupXuaii.o6c.
(Above Plaka, on "Pericles's Terrace"
"Sonia and loumaria" will sound and light [

j
The Jar man who discovered the poetic value of the hot
water
tonight recites that "Baklava is sweeter than death" [ . . .]
And one novelty: at the "no exits"
seferises in their taxis
will carry through the avenue of Collisions
all the broken things to toast them with craziness.)
(kAwczata, Pluxocpaanop, 1977:103)
"Sonia and loumaria" are anagrams of the cafes Sonia and
Loumides, where poets and writers usually gathered to chat.
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The jar man (10 KavaT6cc») is probably George Seferis, perhaps referring directly to his eclectic gastronomic preferences.
This alleged allusion to Seferis means that he will carry all
the broken pieces (marbles?) with crazed frenzy. "Panzourlismos" probably means metaphorically "all rubbish mixed up."
Digging into their letters, while deciphering its anagrams and
meanings, Calas's poems represent a satirical anthology of the
canonized Greek verse. For example:
Kaeuateptitiavo: OvEtpoc 8pcovoOv cfccv ,p.-TrcocaXdpoc
1-Lavvtdrrixo: rIoXtruca tiompOoupTa -rpccyoaLcc
ccvorroAkrucoc epcop.otiv crccv nca.cciatke.
(Belated dreams smell like cod
long songs from Ioannina and Polis
Eastern ones smell like snapper.)
Wm= =a. AtSo IllotApatax., 1977:135)
The belated dreams refer to the Great Idea, and the poet
who wrote these poems is Kostis Palamas. In addition, however,
Seferis is alluded in the "songs from the East." Even the Surrealists do not escape his criticism.
vcx TrapEXGOv avccvec'avErca.
ElITIELO(KOC, n ancirracbviig
anOtps. Kpudavca.
(a past gets renewed
Embirikos, Papatsonis
tonight I am cold.)
(«Enexot, %atMo TIocApraxa,, 1977:145)
Or

noxo ia coy KEVTIOE 0 1C0611/ &ray 5pochncre
xrultavrag TO xoircEXO TOO OE Xth [IOC CC'ITO tITCETerli
EXXTWLK6
IV. aim OTIKGATI KE Kpetierrav

catO TO atOt.icc TOO

calyog i.tataavOc.
(I was very moved by the former when he cooled
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beating his head on the ground from Greek cement
and when he stood up from his mouth was hanging
a little parsley.)
(«BouLamivecx,, 1983:115)
Here, it is Nikos Engonopoulos who is parodied. It was
unacceptable, for Calas as well as for Andre Breton, to write
automatic Surrealism as late as the 1940s. In 1946, Calas wrote
to Yiorgos Theotokas:
0 EyyoventouXoc
1Cp00EXCbg• AXX6

aCITEIXE ta apyCC TOO Kai

sampivec

Oa TOU ypdctixo

inaciatko (arre Kat

MITE-thy) wog Kayak, }limpet va OUVEXkial va ypeccpst
1946 OTO Ocpoc TCDV ICO6TGOV xpOvov tic SeKaarEac TOL) '20.

(Engonopoulos sent me his work and I will reply to him
soon. But frankly I do not believe [and Breton, tool that
one can continue writing in 1946 in the style of the first
years of the 1920s.)
(Theotokas, 1989:53)

Many of Calas's ideas changed when he went to New York.
It is now Manhattan taking the place of Omonoia in his famous
poem "Round Symphony," that causes anarchy and noise. In
New York, Calas becomes the evangelist of anarchist ideas.
He states:
thicrtdmic 110T101,16VOC OTO cariv&proc

Xiobavrpciw
Enavaotdaric, tIETccvdccrtric, May), t.A.71/4.oput
TOV ovEipoxpiti. MEXETC;) WCyOUC
TOV van Eyck Kat TOV Bosch, TOV Breton
Kal TOY Duchamp. XocipETth c5c9Eolic Boubta'rEq
TOO Colorado, avapxmoac Kai capattKoag.
1-1.0OTgCD TO TIALOOT&OLOV ai TTIV EittTELO
KO:OE K01.11.106Vag. Iteop.aL trv am& TOO Aecova

Tcupati(6Eg, TTIv Aq)po6t-ri.
(An islander saturated with the moonlight of the

sun-trees
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a revolutionary, an immigrant. I profess to be a
dream-book. I study magicians
van Eyck and Bosch, Breton and Duchamp.
I greet atheist Buddists from Colorado, anarchists
and heretics.
I celebrate the solstice and the anniversary of
every Commune. I respect the shade of Athos, the
pyramids, Aphrodite.)
(eRnexcc xmc At5o llocAp.avco, 1977:147)
It is no longer socialism, surrealism, and internationalism
that stimulate his thought, but an anarchist spirit that contains
all these with a strong sense of irony. He always remained a
paravates (transgressor), an eccentric one:
aVEKEV OltOLOC Nap.*
Ioatav6
xo:t Nietzche rpcxuan.
(Whoever HeIlene celebrates Julian
and whoever Greek celebrates Nietzsche
let him be honourable.)
(«Boacaypivap, 1983:114)

Toward the end of his life, reminiscing on his youth, he
writes:
POSEc 1 KapaxXac; Ba411=a Tic ,a7coxfic tiac.
AvSpEEKEAa TOU Masson Kat. Too Dominguez
EXact.mpuvccv Ta ayKahna Triv ax8earl "Paris-Paris"
TO F.ETc9(eic VE TO npoca5pLo Wateca(X ouvbiETat.
(Wheels or chairs? dilemmas of our epoch.
Puppets of Masson and Dominguez
highlighted the inauguration of the exhibition "Paris-Paris"
it is hard to connect the day before yesterday with the day
after tomorrow.)
(cTo liferocxeig, 1983:119)
Faithful to the Heraclitean notion of perpetual change and
rupture of things themselves, Calas remained throughout his
life a devotee to any kind of youth and modernism.
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Calas's Revolutionary Hellenism as Democratic Ethic
Calas's Hellenism was greatly inspired from Dionysian
ancient Greek authors, such as Heracleitus, Embedocles, and
Anaximander. In a slightly different vein, Nikos Kazantzalds's
Dionysian mind was attracted to Aeschylus and Homer. Both
Calas and Kazantzakis were Dionysian authors. For Calas, however, it was democratic and revolutionary Hellenism that mattered most. These two collosal men of the Hellenic mind were
committed to the renewed project of Hellenism, although in
different contexts and with different ends—a new way of thinking for Kazantzakis and a way of living for Calas. Kazantzakis's
project was sociopolitical, while Calas's was aesthetic and pedagogical. Calas refers to an irrational but democratic Hellenism:
"the small democratic-minded world." To overcome its destiny,
Greece must become the Heraclitean fire that liberates people's
minds. In a similar vein, Surrealism can seize the poets' minds
and change the world, such as revolutionary inflamed Greece
and the Parthenon. As Kazantzakis does, Calas also believes that
his fellow Greeks are misled by false myths:
Kcxvelc BE voydc Tryv 4:ScXccXri btrio-rj itcaukc XorrpEtac.
(no one understands the unspeakable prayer of the old
mystery.)
(«MTAXEG 0Xupac(ou bap, 1983:68)
While other poets, including George Seferis and Yiannis
Ritsos, are nostalgic for the past, Calas focuses uniquely on the
present moment.
ATr6 TOL) Mtvcoa Triv eTcoxii capaia xópr Too KpriTutoO
111000£100.
[ ...) ETOOTEC OL CCVTIOUX[Eq etvca yta ci-va—TE.xvirrpLa
rig oilopcptecc aou—
Etvca. TO Ttinitia Tric 1tp6oxaipiric cyrcEpoxfic Goo
Ka1 Ta X6-yi.cx itiou auTec -ccx raaavroc
'ROO xa-ratecXXowco. airO &mug Upoov vcc EKT1.110t5V OTCCV
KOLTOOV.
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(From the Minoan Age is this beautiful maiden of the Cretan
museum.
[
These worries are for you—artisan of your beauty—
it is the honor of your timely superiority
and my words are these talents
paid by all those knowledgeable to value upon their look.)
(«Mtvwc%dc», 1983:79)
It is the modern message of ancient beauty and its counterpoint to the irrational decadence of the West that Calas discovers
in the Cretan maiden. "Those knowledgeable to value" are the
revolutionary Europeans who saw ecstatically in Greece the
ruins of beauty. Calas refers to the poets and the creators, in
whose eyes Greece represents art and revolution. Counting on
Greek art, science, logos, and democracy, Calas thought that
Greece would play a pioneering role in changing the Western
world. But Greeks first should awake and reorientate themselves
toward the present and future, Calas was writing all this about
Greece at the same time when Europe was losing its vision and
gradually moving to decadence and fascism. In particular, the
misery of Paris, which used to be the heart of freedom, saddened him. In a letter to Theotokas (dated 10/5/1939), he
writes:
EXTgca va axca 915yat aith TO rlaptat Smog acpuya aTc6
tip, EXX68a roc icirccO. ao floc/Am aa elval
de(B.La, nepui.tavouv -mug tapeckpoug. AEV Elvat arracpaotop.évot va Treedcvouv, cOa.dc bEv ipouv =lc itth vViaouv.
C'est ca la decadence!
(I hope to leave Paris as I left Greece forever!
Everything is miserable in Paris, it is waiting for the
barbarians. They are not decided to die but they don't
know how to live any more. This is the decadence!)
(Theatokas, 1989:48)

Thus, Calas believed in Greece, the philosophy and art of
a small democratic society to oppose the dark age of impending
totalitarian empires:
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Unlike the days of Phidias, Leonardo and Picasso in
which activity was centered around the agora (the courts
and the salons of a small democratic-minded society)
today, as in the times of Alexander the Great, Philip II,
the pendulum is swinging from Lilliputian states to
empires, and artists can no longer enjoy that person
to person relationship which it was the purpose of
classic art to express.)
(04% 1947:4)
Classical Greece still has significance for the world because
it represents a democracy that is much needed by modern empires. Thus, on the one hand, Calas showed the potential of Hellenism, but on the other, he criticized populist and nationalistic
excesses of the Neohellenic culture.
The city of modern Athens, for example, the center of
Neohellenism, homogeneity, assimilation, and tourist invasion,
is criticized in his poem "Athens 1933":
Tdapa 1TOU T/1V MU/MI TCOV pyrrOprav, TOW adtplOTCSV,
KCCTOCTECCTOOV TiKVa 4:5(XXCOV aareoV,
TEOTOVEC—ItaTp(KLOL, EWITE01.1iVOL, 7jOGJEC. 110XX6V
OCCV6TCJV OTTI SEVET16—
AyyXot itourric IplE OtXXXEI1K11
oxcive•otha

auptavi.K6c,
Kat. [J.e.roxpipovtat otouc oTteouc Kat crrx yireba Tic
vExEc atyt.nt-riaxic Kat &ivEc,
Kcfl TaKTLKOt OCCEJ.CSVEC Tic tcs tiic yawl KaVE sKatva
Ttoubtec Tic Pcat.tioativric
*MU, anO x6pEc &moo eaup.atoupyotioav o Ecptatoc
Mdc&tiloc,
orms5 TO-mug ecX.Xcav TECOTEGYV
xaertp.apivac, necvou cre Kapdcata Tataxeutlivon, atratptcbv,
xataq)96cvouv otriv
Kcapec avoa evaCc, va ayx.ccraXE11.poupE TOV neptGoko TOW
yKpEpotitvcov Taxav
(Now that children of other bourgeois step upon the silence
of speakers, sophists,
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teutons—patricians, downfallen, heroes of many deaths in
Venice—
English poets with Welsh form and Byronic scandals,
and Egyptian and foreign victories are carried to the arenas
and stadiums,
and those children of Greece have been regular inhabitants
of her life
who, from lands where Ephesios Maximus was making
miracles,
from lands of other faiths
daily, board on ships of bankrupted companies, arrive at
Athens ...
it is time for us to abandon the courtyard of its ruined
walls.)
, 1977:43)
(cA0Ave 1933,
In addition to his many polemic essays during the 1930s,
Calas indeed wrote poetry suggesting a revision of locally minded
Greekness heralding a heretic Hellenism with cosmopolitan
dreams.
Similar to Cavafy, Calas professed a pagan, hedonistic love
in the hope of liberating contemporary Greeks by developing
their critical thinking and expanding their horizons.
Mr6113a. Eictipcc Triv vOrroc 1..taq 1.tou—A.cc xcct
i.ertopEt
acc [lac avtiKouv Teapcc,
Kat yi.c j.tac xerTrou I3cc trrracpxa avac ircevtprtp.oc Xati.tOvac
.epEpeotivE acc eEoE: yt5pco vac 0o: cputekroup.E.
[
Orrrpaxrx KCXLpcxveräpio:, TriXal:pacc xt owavOla.
(Tonight I took the night with me—come you, too,
anything belongs to us now, it cannot
there will be somewhere for us an all-deserted valley
we will be as gods: we will plant around us
[
shells and mushrooms, telephiles and inanthia.)
(cd(roGc Pouf) Ital. r7 BatCCD, 1977:62)

Again Calas's view is political. To him, pagan love means
participation, reawakening of the classical world, an explosion
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of gender-democracy and surrealist passion in love. All this
combined in an individualistic, liberating, and revolutionary way
that only love can offer. His intention is to make the Neohellenes conscious of their anthropological origins, so as to pass
it onto their daily life because:
Tl aucabirk TrAW A.Lobártpc.ov orvtiKocteo-redari ccit6 Toy
0Opueo TOU Oco-rEcag.

(the fragrance of sun-bathed trees was replaced by urban
noise.)
(cTo cpth; vim, 1977:57)

Being an artist, Calas believed that Greek love and passion
could make people more optimistic and appreciative of life and
more proud of their Greekness. For Calas criticized the miserable society of his era which was obstructed by Western Romantic
imitations, feelings of ethnic inferioty toward Europe, the sonnet
poets of the 1910s and 1920s, and even more so, the followers
of Palamas.
Instead, he wanted to resurrect the inflammatory passion
for a better world among the younger Greeks and, respectively,
to lead Greece to open-minded and competitive ideas of modern
European orientation. For this very reason, Greekness, as represented by the Generation of the 1930s, was a narrow-minded
ideology, inadequate to seriously compete with modern European
thought.
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Cadastral Kerkyra:
The World System in Eighteenth
Century Venetian Commodity
Production
by MATTHEW E. FRANKS*

During the 1960s, a great deal of contentious scholarship
appeared regarding Andre Gunder Frank's dependency theory.
Frank argued that farm tenancy played the critical causal role
in the transition from feudalism to capitalism in Latin America.
He also postulated that, based on its mode of exchange, Latin
America was always capitalist, and that dependency was due to
the "exchange of unequal values from colonies to metropolis"
(Frank 1979, 12) . Hence, the region's underdevelopment as
a "peripheral" state could be explained by the interaction be*This study began as a master's paper when my professor and mentor,
Dr. Thomas Gallant, provided me with the cadastre. I have translated
the said cadastre into English from the original Italian While close
attention has been kept to maintaining the original prose of the author,
minor grammatical changes were necessary for analytical purposes. In
spite of such obstacles as nearly illegible handwriting, and the use of
a combination of old Italian, Latin, and Greek languages, I have made
every attempt to provide a literal translation. This translation was a year
and a half long joint effort that could not have been completed, or even
begun, without the great kindness and patience of my Italian teacher,
and friend, GianFranco Balestriere. For this, I genuinely thank him. In
addition, I thank Dr. Michael Paden and the Italian Department at the
University of Florida for allowing me the utilization of their resources.
Of course, I take personal responsibility for any errors or inadequacies
that remain.
MATTHEW E. FRANKS received an MA in History from the University of Florida specializing in the development of currant agriculture
on Kerkyra. He is currently completing a law degree at Boston
University.
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tween it and the capitalist "core" countries that appropriated its
surpluses. Borrowing from Frank's model, but with a new awareness of its discrepancies as pointed out by Ernesto LaClam and
others, Immanuel Wallerstein developed what he called the
"world system theory" (Brewer 1980, 159-175). Wallerstein
argued that all economic systems in the world fall into one of
three related categories: core, semi-periphery, and periphery.
Each of these categories, in his view, possessed a specific labor
appropriation system: free wage labor in core areas, sharecropping in the semi-periphery, and forced labor in the periphery.
The key to this equation is that one system cannot be fully explained historically without reference to the other two. Wallerstein's model became popular during the 1970s, and a number
of scholars used it to explain economic development and underdevelopment in various regions of the globe (Nitz 1993).1
In the case of Greece, Nicos Mouzelis in his seminal work
Modern Greece: Facets of Underdevelopment most directly contributed to this growing body of literature (Mouzelis 1978,
44). From a neo-Marxist world systems perspective focused on
the mode of production, he analyzed Greece's economic development from the Ottoman occupation to the present and argued
that its chronic underdevelopment had long historical roots,
which were entangled with the semiperipheralization of the
Ottoman economy during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Mouzelis 1978, 8).2 Recently, debate about world
systems theory has been renewed. This paper examines the process of semi-peripheralization and its impact on indigenous culture in light of this new literature. Instead of examining Ottoman Greece, however, it focuses on a part of Greece that
was already articulated to a more advanced European mercantile
economy, that being Kerkyra in the Venetian Empire. While most
of the Balkan peninsula remained only incompletely or marginally articulated to the burgeoning early modern European economy (Keyder 1977, 10,2 the Ionian Islands were being
transformed by the new economic forces unleashed in the core
regions. Utilizing hitherto neglected sources, this paper examines
the process of semi-peripheralization, its relationship to land
tenure, and the impact of these changes on local society.
In 1988, the American Historical Review published a major
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debate between Steven Stern and Immanuel Wallerstein regarding world systems theory and its consequences for "peripheral"
areas. Shortly thereafter, Stern coedited a collection of essays
entitled Confronting Historical Paradigms: Peasants, Labor, and
the Capitalist World System in Africa and Latin America (Cooper
1993). Using the "critical test method," Stern attempted to refute Wallerstein's assertion that the world system placed Latin
America into a system of forced labor by citing two test cases.4
He presented his first and strongest case, silver production of
Potosi, Bolivia, as a situation in which the local Indians controlled the labor process and forced a system of "sharecropping"
on their employees (Stern 1988, 852). In other words, the
case of the Potosi silver mines, from its beginning in the sixteenth
century to its height in 1759, shows that the local conditions
were more significant in forming the economy than any "global
market" (1988, 854). In addition, Stern argued that Wallerstein's model portrayed the agency of the Latin American people
in forming their society as "invisible" (1988, 896). Similarly,
in an African context, Frederick Cooper argued that "locating
Africa in the periphery defines the way goods are produced,
and the future as well" (Cooper 1993, 85). He argues for the
adoption of a Marxist approach because it would reverse these
directions of analysis, making the forces and relations of production the starting point.
There are two difficulties with Stern's argument. First,
Stern's call for attention to agency seems ahistorical and morally
motivated.5 Too narrow a focus on local agency may hinder an
assessment of the larger questions. As Wallerstein states, "we
can do very well looking for emphases, for the appearance of
more rather than less, of some rather than none" (Wallerstein
1988, 876).5 Frequently, tales of agency turn into heroic depictions of exploited peoples resisting a tyrannous overlord or an
institution that they have, or will, overcome. Of course, as Wallerstein admits, resistance is expected, yet often unsuccessful. By
unsuccessful, one must infer that it does not turn around the
system on every occasion. To use James Scott's language, in every
society there are hidden transcripts of private discourse, but they
do not clash with the public transcript resulting in revolution on
every occasion. The hidden transcript should be considered the
Cadastral Kerkyra
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"infrapolitics of revolution" (Scott 1990). In fact, while most
of the time agency and structure exist in a constantly changing
process of interaction (Held & Thompson 1989) ,7 examination
of historical evidence on imperialism, for example, viewed without a morally jaundiced eye, will in all probability project the
historical structure as dominant. The agency of Latin Americas
or Africans acting against the structure created by the agency
of imperial Europeans will often be forced into secondary status.
For this reason, it is not a Latin American or African system, but
a world system in which Europeans have also been historical
agents since their first interaction. In addition, while it has been
argued that Wallerstein's approach to global systems undermines
the work of social scientists at the community level, this is not
really an accurate assessment.' Studies of local peasant-landlord
relations must continue to be conducted with close attention to
agency. The emphasis, however, must be placed on the interaction between the "open" peasant community as described by
Eric Wolf, and the "world system" beyond its limited borders,'
rather than forcing local social relations to the status of primal
causality. Such a perspective informs this analysis of economic
and social relations on Kerkyra.
My second critique concerns Stern's use of "critical test
cases" to undermine the world systems theory. He argues that
a "sharesystem" existed in the Potosi silver mining industry;
therefore, it cannot be considered as peripheral in the world
system. To Stern, this point undermines the whole of Wallerstein's model and calls for a "return to the drawing board." In
a related argument, he contends that the Indians "controlled the
smelting of silver" (Stern 1988, 850). Hence, they were in
control of the labor process. As Stem describes, the drive of the
Indians successfully transformed an initial wage relation into a
share relation. Conversely, I will argue that this was not a true
sharesystem in the sense Wallerstein intended. Did control over
the "smelting of silver" necessarily equate to control over the
entire labor system? Unless the Indians were consuming the ore
they were allowed to confiscate from the mines, it had to be
traded for foodstuffs. In this sense, the system of Potosi was not
a sharecropping system by which farmers kept a part of their
produce for direct consumption. These Indians were dependent
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on the world system around them and its demand for silver in
order to survive.
Frederick Cooper's argument, similar to Stern's, yet more
fruitful, likewise has two primary faults. First, he neglects the
significance of commodity versus subsistence production in his
analysis. As Marx explained in Capital, a commodity must produce use-values for others." The South Africans of Cooper's
study produced crops suitable for consumption and were, therefore, not dependent for imports for survival. This factor, in addition to the possibility of migration, gave these African cultivators
a limited amount of control over their lives; however, they
certainly did not own the means of production or control access
to the world market. This point leads to my second critique of
Cooper: his reduction of the scope of Marxism.
It is argued that Marx, in his often vague prose, gave
primacy to the forces of production, including both the means
of production and labor power, over the social relations of production in determining the economic structure of society (Harris
1994, 68-69; Cohen 1978, 152). I, however, take •the position
that Marx's conception of "material" cannot be restricted to the
natural environment and the forces of production but must also
include the social relations of production (Wolf 1982, 21). The
usefulness of Marx's approach is that it allowed for flexibility
(Miller 1984, 285).' In other words, Marx included both the
forces and relations of production as part of the "economic"
(Mills 1989, 326; Kaye 1984, 31). Under the ambiguous category
mode of production," he argued that these forces and relations
determined the mode of exchange, distribution, and the relations
between them. Moreover, he asserted that these "general conditions of production," including production, distribution, and exchange, were not to be reified as historical, but to be treated as
abstract conceptions (Marx 1970, 193-203). Much like Marx's
mode of production, Wallerstein's world system is a model for
constructive analysis. He submits, "the point is that the relations
of production that define a system are the relations of production
of the whole system" (Wallerstein 1974, 27). The model does
not "define the way goods are produced," as Cooper dramatically
argues. The world system is merely a possible starting point for
the scholar to consider in his assessment of local micro-studies."
Cadastrd Kerkyra
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It is only through the collection and comparison of these microstudies that one can gain insight into the causality and consequences of a population of world cultures interacting with one
another over time. As Mouzelis suggests, although he himself
does "not believe in any iron laws of capitalist development,"
the Greek model of capital accumulation does not leave much
room for optimism over the country's prospects for a relatively
autonomous capitalist development (1978, 41).
Part I: The Argument

In spite of my reservations about Stern's conclusions, his
critical test method can prove to be productive for similar case
studies of peripheral or semi-peripheral states, in this case like
the Ionian Islands. The broad purpose of this essay is threefold.
First, as Stern did for Potosi, I will attempt to reconstruct the
economy of mid-eighteenth-century Kerkyra, arguably the most
historically significant of the Ionian Islands. My second aim is
to further the debate on world systems approaches to local level
studies. It is my intention to demonstrate the utility of Wallerstein's model for understanding the economic development of
southern Europe. Finally, I would like to bring attention to an
underutilized source: the anagraffe, or land cadastre." As argued
by Ennio Concina, "the anagraffi acts as a skeleton on which to
base the history of Corfu" (1994, 90-91). While key scholars
have used land cadastres, they have done so in a limited way
(Baigent & Kain 1992; Holmes 1989; Jackson 1989; Kertzer
1984, 1989; Ladurie, 1974). I will argue that scholars conducting
any number of historical reconstructions can utilize these "windows in time" in a wide variety of methods."' As for eighteenthcentury Kerkyra, this methodology proves especially appropriate.
As an open community, the world system beyond the confines
of this small island would directly impact its economic development for the years to come, as it had historically done for centuries.
Before proceeding any further, I need to clarify my usage of
some key terms and concepts, the first of which is "peasant."
I recognize that peasant is not, and was not, an emic concept, and
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that it began as an etic anthropological reference to subjects in
field studies of people whose livelihood depended on smallscale agriculture (Silverman 1979, 46-69). I will similarly treat
the peasants of Kerkyra as merely a general category for villagers
in the case at hand. Another hotly contended set of terms is
"tenant" and "sharecropper." There has been some disagreement
among scholars concerning the reification of these concepts. First,
while many historians commonly use the two terms interchangeably, there are others who insist upon delineating the distinctions.
The latter argue that the main difference is that for one group
rent controls were fixed and did not vary with output (Robertson 1980, 411) . For instance, Frederick Bode states that, "only
renters of land were true tenants, whereas croppers, even though
they typically farmed separate and distinct parcels of land, were
laborers for whom their share of the crop constituted the wage
payment" (Bode 1986, 91). This "Marxist" view also emphasizes
that the landowning class held the control of the share contract,
while the tenant had a decisive position in his contract (Pierce
1983, 42-70). Conversely, many historians argue that tenants
cannot be clearly separated from other laborers. Although there
were many significant differences, superficially, they argue that
tenantry and sharecropping were essencially similar (Cohen 1991,
20). In the Kerkyran case, a combination of tenantry and sharecropping were utilized; it is, therefore, unnecessary to impose
a delineation that would mask what was for the Ionian Islands
an ambiguous situation.
Part II: Case Study: Venice in Kerkyra

The Ionian Islands are a group of seven islands located off
the western coast of Greece. Corfu, in Greek Kerkyra, is the most
famous of these islands. It had long been a Byzantine outpost
before being acquired by the Republic of Venice in 1386. The
island was "purchased" for the sum of 30,000 gold ducats from
the Kingdom of Naples, to which the island nominally belonged
(Miller 1903, 260; Morris 1980, 134).' While keeping Kerkyra's historic feudal system intact (Leontsinis 1987, 68), Venice
did impose its own laws and government modeled on that of
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the Republic (Miller 1903, 215). In May of 1661, Venice required its Kerkyran-based feudatories to create registries of each
of their fields, including denominations of the places, boundaries,
and cultivators. These registries were to be renewed "with diligence" every thirty years, and those who did not accomplish
this task would be fined 500 Ducatti.'6
Like the other Ionian islands, Kerkyra was a significant
strategic location for Venetian expansion (Leontsinis 1987, 40).
For most of the seventeenth century, Venice, like most of southern Europe, experienced a severe economic decline (Pullan 1968,
107; Lampe & Jackson 1982, 52) ;17 however, the eighteenth
century brought with it a distinct increase in world trade (Shannon 1996, 64, 135).18 Venice was no exception to the general
global pattern. Following sweeping reforms in 1736, Venice experienced a large increase in shipbuilding, resulting in a dramatic
increase in transit trade (Norwich 1982, 591; Pratt 1978, 25;
Lane 1973, 419). Of course, increased trade required increased
resources. On December 22, 1740, Antonio Loredan, the Provveditore Generale da Mar (Miller 1903, 215)," commissioned
Alfredo Zorzi Pappadopulo, the public land surveyor, to create
a land cadastre for the "protection of the proprietors" holding
lands in the barony of the Nobleman Pietro Duodo, a well-known
Venetian aristocrat and founder of the Delia, a Paduan Academy
for nobles (Burke 1994, 98). After being suspended for some
time, the completion of the project was again commissioned to
Signore Pappadopulo in February of 1743 by the new Provveditore Generale da Mar, Daniel Dolfin." By this time Kerkyra
had been divided into fifteen baronies (Miller 1903, 212-217).
It is the Duodo barony that is the focus of my paper, and what
follows has been reconstructed from the cadastre.
The holdings of Pietro Duodo equaled about 1,280 hectares.
The total land area of Kerkyra is about 59,185 hectares. In other
words, in the middle of the eighteenth century, Duodo's barony
covered about 2 percent of the land of the island. The baronia
included about eleven hundred title-holding men, or approximately 4,400 total inhabitans based on my estimates,' located in
thirty-two separate villages scattered all across the island but
with concentrations on the western coastal regions. Although
the villages varied in size from .2 to 180 hectares, the average
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area of land an individual village covered was about 24 hectares.
However, the land distribution in each village at times divided
the largest and smallest landowners by as much as 38.7 hectares.
In addition, each village contained an average of 426 olive trees,
which together totaled 12,786 olive trees for the barony as a
whole.'2 Considering that Kerkyra's main export product was
olive oil, this is very significant. In terms of production, the
estate produced about 319,650 kg of fruit biannually (McDonald
& Rapp 1972, 47-65)." In order to make 1 kg of oil, however,
4 to 6 kg of fruit were required; therefore, in the 1760s, between
54,275 and 79,913 kg of oil were manufactured by the cultivators
every two years.
In reconstructing the economy of Kerkyra, perhaps the most
salient characteristic to note is that the majority of the cultivators
in the lands of the nobleman Pietro Duodo were required to
pay a share of their crops for the land on which they worked.
Most scholars would refer to this as "sharecropping," because
the landlord received a share of the farmer's produce and the
risk was displaced onto the landlord in times of scarcity (Bode
1986, 91). At first glance, the prevalence of these sharecroppers
seems to correspond well to Wallerstein's semi-peripheral description. The cultivators' annual payment usually amounted to
a tenth of their produce, which mainly consisted of olives, although about 4 percent paid a fourth, sixth, or seventh. This
meant that approximately 287,685 kg of fruit was left to the
cultivators as a whole following rent collection. Given the
market price at the time, this amount would not have met the
minimum subsistence requirement." In contrast, closer analysis
paints a more complex picture. About 34 percent of the villagers
were not required to share any portion of their crop. Anastassi
PeruIli, for example, an inhabitant of the village of Potamo,
paid simply a fixed amount of 12 lire in cash a year on his 10
misure25 (1.2 ha) of land holding 136 olive trees. This was
collected in copper coins. Likewise, many others paid a fixed
amount to the landlord each year. Andrea Githriotti of Niffes,
for instance, paid 4 misure (70 kg) of wheat and two jars (33
kg) of olive oil in censuale for his 7 misure (.9 ha) of land,
twenty-seven olive trees, and three fig trees. Stathi Anthi of
Gardellades paid in cash 2 lire and 10 soldi in censuale for his
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2 misure (.2 ha) of land with twenty-one olive trees. In contrast,
most cultivators paid a combination of fixed rent and a share
of the produce. Anastassi Provatta of Aggraffus, for example,
paid 13 lire in cash and a tenth portion of his produce in addition to 6 misure (105 kg) of wheat, and .5 hen in censuale for
his 35 misure (4.3 ha) of land and ninety-five olive trees. Stamatello Pittamici of Spaghus paid a tenth portion of his produce,
and in censuale 1 quartarolli (4.4 kg) of wheat for his 2 misure
(.2 ha) of land and one olive tree. Gianachi Macrisonari of
Platraffo paid a tenth portion of his produce and in cash 12
soldi in livello for his 1 misure (.1 ha) of land and no olive
trees!' In this case, however, it is the term in censuale that must
be focused upon in order to better understand the functioning of
Kerkyra's system of exchange.
The censuari, censi, or censuale form of agriculture connotes
a system of holding under the control of a landlord (in this
case, Pietro Duodo), in which cultivators are required to pay
rents, labor, and fealty. This is in contrast to livellari, in which
free tenants hold rights over a piece of land (Holmes 1989, 37).
Both systems were extant on Kerkyra in the eighteenth century,
but the censuale form was by far the most prevalent in the Duodo
barony. Of course, this description is not very useful without
comparison.
In comparing the Duodo barony as a whole to similar
eighteenth-century peripheral or semi-peripheral estates, a number
of commonalities become apparent. First, at the macro-level, the
encomienda system extant in Latin America until the eighteenth
century mirrored the quasi-feudal regime of Pietro Duodo."
Much like the Venetian anagraffe of 1745, Spanish authorities
recorded surveys of the population and its resources in order to
allot caciques with their subjects in encomienda for the purpose
of giving personal service as well as the amount and types of
tribute to be paid (Santos 1962, 32, 50). Second, under the
Encomienda, there existed a local ruling class which possessed
a limited amount of authority over the peasant cultivators
(Braudel 1979, 428). For example, in the case of 1763 Brazil,
the Senado de Camera, or local government consisting of "men
of quality elected by other men of quality," judged minor offenses and settled disputes bearing on public facilities (Romano
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1992, 563-564). Likewise, a local nobility, or ruling class, evolved
in eighteenth-century Kerkyra following imperial rule.
One problem with the studies cited above is their lack of
micro-level information due to the dearth of source material.
By utilizing land registries, one is able to examine the villages
and their inhabitants inside the estate. In addition, combining
this method with the use of other sources enables the historian
to infer a wide variety of scenarios concerning the life of the
individual peasant cultivator and his landlord. For instance,
following more detailed examination, the cadastre reveals that
the land holdings of individual local cultivators and nobles in
the Duodo barony ranged from 0 to 38.9 hectares. In order
to further demonstrate the value of the anagraff e in historical
study, I have focused on two model villages inside the Duodo
barony for comparison: Sant'Attanasio and Perulades.
Like most of the Duodo estate, the villages of Sant'Attanasio and Perulades sat in the northwestern side of Kerkyra. In
Sant'Attanasio, the thirteen title-holding cultivators, in addition
to the local church, rented a total of 5.2 hectares of land with
191 olive trees. Excluding the church, the average land holding
of each villager was .4 hectares and 13.8 olive trees. Likewise,
in Perulades seven villagers, a church, and a Nobleman Vitturi
held 6.5 hectares and fifty-four olive trees. Of course, of these
6.5 hectares, Vitturi held 5, leaving the remaining seven villagers
with a total of 1.5 hectares between them. This comes to an
average of .2 hectares and 6.3 olive trees per cultivator, which,
in turn, raises the question of minimum land area required for
survival."
In examining peasant agriculture, the data from Greece in
reference to minimum hectares required for subsistence is twofold: indigenous estimates and recordings of outside scholars. In
the first category, a farm of 3-6 hectares seems to be about the
size peasants consider being necessary for subsistence (Gallant
1991, 84). While this is true, according to recent scholarship
most peasants were unable to attain such a prescriptive goal.
As in the case of Portuguese peasants studied by O'Neill and
those of Cyprus examined by Damaskenides, Mediterranean
peasant land holdings as a whole seemed to be under the minimum requirement (Damaskenides 1965, 27; O'Neill 1987, 75
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78). As for their Latin American contemporaries, the model
hectare size in Colombia, and even the minifundista in Mexico,
appeared to be 3 hectares as well; moreover, 75 percent of the
Colombian villages fell below this subsistence line (Harriss 1982,
190-192; Cook 1984, 20).31 The Kerkyran example seems to
conform to this pattern as well; however, due to the mountainous
topography of the island, the minimum amount of hectares required for subsistence increased to 6. Upon examination of data
on land holdings and olive trees per villager in Sant'Attanasio and
Perulades, a relatively clear picture emerges. Of the twenty
cultivators studied, none held 3 or more hectares, or one half
the Kerkyran subsistence level. As for olive trees, an average
family required about 44 kg of oil annually for consumption.
Hence, between 352 and 528 kg of fruit, or between fifteen and
twenty-three olive trees was necessary for subsistence.32 Out of
the twenty aforementioned, three villagers met this requirement.
This, however, could by no means compensate for their lack
of food.
If none of the Kerkyran peasants studied held at or above
the 3 hectare level of land required for subsistence, and only
15 percent had a possibility of trading their oil as a commodity,
how did they survive with less? The answer to this query has
few plausible possibilities. First, there was the possibility of
intercropping; that is, the cultivation of two different plant
species on the same land (Gallant 1991, 38). For instance,
cereals and legumes were planted in rows underneath the canopy
of the olive trees; however, this practice still could not elevate
the peasant to the subsistence level. Next, there was the lure of
migration. In maritime regions, male seasonal migration to take
on wage labor is commonly cited as means of supplementing
peasant household income (Cole 1991). While this remains in
fact a possibility, it is highly unlikely in the Kerkyran case.
This is true for two reasons. First, there is no evidence of it in
the record. Second, the tenants lived their lives in extreme penury,
dependent upon the Venetian monopolization of the mode of
exchange; therefore, maritime travel was in all probability an
infeasible endeavor. Supplementation of peasant income has
been studied by others and it is generally accepted that taking
on wage labor, renting land from larger landowners, frequent
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recourse to borrowing, and pooling resources with kinsmen are
the most common methods (Gallant 1991, 84). In the Kerkyran
case, it is the last that I will focus upon, because it is where the
evidence is strongest.
In Sant'Attanasio at least three generations of the Manato
family had holdings that were combined. For instance, Stamatello
Manato possessed only 2 misure (.2 ha) on his own. However,
combined with his father Giani and son Nicoletto, they rented
a total of 9.6 misure (1.2 ha) of land. They also pooled a total
of twenty-two olive trees among the three of them. Since these
particular men were not required to pay a tenth of their olive
produce in rent, it would appear that a maximum of 50 kg of
oil was available to them after consumption." Of course, it must
be remembered that this is a static picture, which changes over
time. In the lifecycle of a Kerkyran household according to
Econcina, a land holding is distributed to children through a
combination of pure partible and primogeniture inheritance repeatedly (1994, 86) .3.4 In other words, it is likely that there
was a time when Giani Manato held the full 9.6 misfire of land
and then gave a portion to his son Stamatello, who in turn gave
a portion to Nicoletto. Due to this process of portioning land
holdings into dependent pieces, men were often forced to conform to patri-neolocal residence patterns after marriage; however, census studies show that the Kerkyrans preferred the nuclear
family structure (Couroucli 1985, 2). In other words, living near
one's parents did not necessarily mean residing in the same household. Kerkyran households compensated for the small size of
rented holdings by creating aggregated holdings based on kinship.
Another way of answering the question of minimum subsistence concerns the olive tree income, they obviously could not
fulfill the nutritional requirements of the working peasant.
They had to be transformed from a commodity into income and
then back into a commodity for consumption. Like other ports
of the Adriatic, Kerkyra imported most of its grains in exchange
for its commodities (Stephanini 1829, 17-13). As Henry Holland revealed in his nineteenth-century travels to the Ionian
Islands, "the produce of grain scarcely suffices for a quarter of
the year's consumption; but the natives are enabled to supply
themselves from the continent, partly by their profits in the
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currant trade; still more perhaps by their activity in maritime
affairs" (Holland 1815, 52). Likewise, another witness describes the Adriatic commerce carried on with the Ionian Islands
as primarily exportation of "wheat, tobacco, wool, skins ... etc."
(Stephanini 1829, 17-18). An examination of tenant rental
agreements listed on the anagraffi furthers this assertion. Andrea
Mumuri of Ducades, for example, paid a tenth portion of his
olive produce and in censuale 1 misure (17.5 kg) of wheat. Likewise, Aluise Macri of Macrades paid a tenth portion of his olive
produce, consisting of eight olive trees and 2 quartarolli (8.8 kg)
of wheat. Most tenants, however, merely paid cash and/or a
share of their olive produce. Gianni Micalla of Vittulades, for
instance, paid in censuale 2 lire in cash and two young chickens.
Gianni Aspiotti of Aspiotades paid a tenth portion of his olive
produce and in censuale 6 lire in cash." In other words, the
Kerkyrans were dependent on trade with Venice for their livelihood, that is, consumption of grain. This argument goes back
to Marx's CMC, or Commodity-Money-Commodity, model of
peasant economy in Capital, and will therefore not be discussed
here.36 What needs to be examined however is how this transformation occurred. In other words, how did the Manatos of
Duodo's barony get their lives to the core of Europe, where it
had a use-value as an industrial lubricant, etc.? It is here that
the role of local nobility and subaltern officials, such as estate
managers, as middlemen of communication between semi-peripheral Venice and the regions of Kerkyra must be explored (Gerth
& Mills 1946, 197).37
Kerkyra did not create its own political system independent
of the world system. Venice took a direct interest in monopolizing the Kerkyran politicization process (Gerth & Mills 1946,
78)." As I mentioned earlier, Venice imposed its aristocratic
hierarchy on the people of Kerkyra, beginning with its inception in 1386 and continuing until the arrival of Napoleon in
1797. The development can be regarded as somewhat of an imperialist-based capitalism by which Duodo and like statesmen
could monopolize profit opportunities by subjecting Kerkyra in
the form of a protectorate (Gerth & Mills 1946, 169). Kerkyran
political development was dependent upon the success of this
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bureaucratization and Venetian monopoly over the disposal of
force (Giddens 1995, 36) .89
Prior to 1502, the island administrator of Kerkyra was called
Castellano, and he acted as a military governor. In 1502 this
administrator was given the higher rank of Provveditore (Miller
1903, 225).4° Later, in 1573, for tactical reasons, Venice determined that due to the "disturbed" political situation in Kerkyra,
a Council of Nobles would need to be established in order to
settle islander disputes (Leontsinis 1987, 38, 54, 64). While
lineage-based nobility, active Venetian military service, or "good
standing" in the eyes of the administration were all methods of
entry into the Council, by far the most common method was
through a sizeable "donation (Leontsinis 1987, 58; Pratt
1978, 21). Of course, since seats in. the Council had to answer directly to the Provveditore, they had no real political
power; however, members were exempt from income taxes in
lieu of pay, forced labor, and conscription (Leontsinis 1987, 62;
Miller 1903, 216). In addition, members were required to serve
in unpaid public offices usually ona three-year basis. Moreover,
they were not allowed to cultivate their own lands. In fact, if
prospective members engaged in "servile" occupations, they were
barred from the Council (Leontsinis 1987, 58). Don Antonio
Marmara of Potamo, for example, held 7.5 misure of land with
12 olive trees belonging to Duodo but they were "worked by
Marti, son of Stamo." Likewise, Don Nicoletto Spada of Potamo
held 5 misure of land, a small well, and thirty olive trees,
"worked by Stellio Papichino, son of Nicolo."41 This local
nobility became a separate class controlling the forces of production. Moreover, in the Duodo barony, they comprised less
than 10 percent of the land-holding population; 42 however, while
they may not have owned the means of production, the landlord was only one with access to it, and he certainly controlled
labor. As Cooper himself admits, "access to the world market
may foster the development of powerful classes that use tenants,
slaves, or low-wage workers to produce, and those classes may
block further development" (1993, 103). In other words, a
peasant cultivator could not participate in the corrunodification
process if his landlord did not wish it to be so. This allowed
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for a great deal of exploitation to occur between landlord and
tenant.
Another idiosyncratic feature of Kerkyran "aristocracy" during the eighteenth century was that they often rented land from
the great baronies. Don Antonio Marmora of Potamo, for example, paid a tenth portion of his olive produce and in censtiale
1 misure and 2 quartarolli (26.3 kg) of wheat. Similarly, the
above mentioned Don Nicoletto Spada of Potamo paid in censuale 6 lire in cash to the baronia. Since the barony as a whole produced about 320,000 kg of fruit, Duodo was already personally
receiving approximately 20,800 kg of fruit every two years, or
between 1,734 and 2,600 kg of oil for export annually." This
scenario displays a situation by which can be inferred that
"peasant" noblemen would wish to pass their own exploitation
through the appropriation of surpluses onto their peasant underlings.
A similar opportunity existed for the estate manager. As in
other quasi-feudal regimes, the absentee policy of landlords residing over vast holdings in Kerkyra required them to appoint
a group of men from the peasant stock to oversee the functioning
of the estate (Kolchin 1987, 94; Burke 1994, 60; Gallant 1991,
702; Musgrave 1972, 257-275). Each office held its own share
of responsibilities and "daily interventions.' The agent of these
offices, once established, came to have a hereditary right to his
position (Pirenne 1956, 7 15, 58-67, 97-103). Perhaps the most
significant administrative appointee was the practico, or steward.
Within the Duodo estate, these practici made up about 4 percent
of the land-holding population." Sometimes referred to as estate
managers, the practici performed a variety of duties. Although
impossible to fulfill, the tasks of the steward included keeping
order on an estate, producing a healthy income for his employer,
keeping the peasants afloat, and the administration of justice
strictly but fairly (Kolchin 1987, 94). In addition, the practico
assisted in the surveying of lands for the landlord. For instance,
it was recorded that the lands of Don Mani Antonio Vulgari
were at one time part of the main street according to the "attestations of Constantin Provatta," practico of Aggraffus." Referred to in Blok's well-known study of Sicily as amministratori,
these men became a vital link between the peasant cultivator
-
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and the outside world (Blok 1974). Hence, like the local nobles,
they were in a position to exploit the peasant cultivator's need
for subsistence.
Stewards, in comparison to local nobles, would in fact possess
greater motivation and ability to conduct exploitative labor
practices because they were cultivators themselves. That is, although they held some control over labor, the practici still had to
engage in "servile occupations." In most cases, they paid equal
or even more rent than their fellow farmers. Constantin Provatta,
for instance, contributed "a tenth portion and in censuale 2
misure and 2 quartarolli (43.8 kg) of wheat." But, Andoni Callichiopulo merely paid "in censuale 3 misure (52.5 kg) of
wheat." This specific case in Aggraffus proves to be an interesting example. In addition to the 13 misure (1.6 ha) of land
recorded for Costantin, he had "usurped" another .5 misure
(.06 ha) of land containing three olive trees.47 In the case of
land usurpation, the Venetian law is clear." The feudatario, or
fief holder, in this case Pietro Duodo, was required to "force the
possessors to release them."" In reference to the usurped land
in question, the public surveyor stated, "the same Provatta has
confessed to be belonging to this barony because other times
it passed the main street."" In other words, if an estate administrator abused his authority through the illegal acquisition
of lands, he was required to forfeit them by law, and this was
in fact enforced by the baron of the estate himself. Obviously,
the practico was not lacking in motivation for exploiting his
fellow peasants and, historically, had done so for a long time.
As for the practico's ability for exploitation, one key factor
is clear. In most cases, the molino d'acqua, or mill, used for
crushing olives into oil, was operated by the estate manager
(Bloch 1970, 53).51 According to Grimani, between 1759 and
1781, the number of presses went from one per every eight
hundred trees to one per every fifteen hundred in the Oros
region of northwest Kerkyra. This would suggest that competition must have increased, resulting in elevated prices (Couroucli
1985, 96). In the Duodo barony, the practico Capo Stellio Vedura, for instance, controlled the molino e acquedoto of the village of Niffes and its operation.° In order for the peasants to
convert their olives into oil, a marketable commodity, they had
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to pay the manager a 10 percent millage fee (Couroucli 1985,
116-118). For villagers such as the Manatos cited above who
were seemingly over the subsistence level when working as a
family unit, this meant that up to 5 kg of their oil could be
appropriated. In summary, the stewards of the estate monopolized the mills necessary for peasants' commodity conversion.
Without this conversion, the cultivators would find it impossible,
or at least highly difficult, to maintain a subsistence level of
consumption. Of course as I mentioned earlier, as for peasant
agency, the olives came to hold an important place in their
diet (Leontsinis 1987, 239) ; however, this adaptation to enviromental conditions can by no means be considered "control
of the labor process."
The final step in the production process on the island was
the exportation of the oil for sale in the markets of Venice.
Evidence suggests that the landlords monopolized the mode of
exchange (Petrusewicz 1996, 145; Keyder 1977, 7). Tenants
were compelled to market their produce through the landowner.
They possessed no other means by which to convert their produce
into a commodity. In this case, the Duodo family would have
purchased the tenant's share of the oil produced in the land. It
was the practice of landlords to set the purchase price in advance
of the harvest. They then shipped the oil and sold it abroad.
Due to a lack of options, the peasants had no choice but to sell
to them. Accepting the postulate that market relations govern
exchanges,53 tenants such as the Manatos aforementioned perennially suffered from fluctuations in the market in addition to
the governance of Pietro Duodo and his landed plutocracy. It
was through the monopolization of the mode of exchange that allowed the Duodos and other eighteenth-century landlords to exploit their tenants to the highest degree.
These examples have a great deal in common with Stern's
assessment of Potosi. As Stern himself states, "it is much harder
to find similarities than differences" (Stern 1988, 850). As I
argued earlier, the Kerkyran economy, like that of Potosi, is
based on commodity production and therefore allows for the
most exploitation (Bernstein 1979, 422). Hence, the key factor
in comparing these two regimes is that their relations of production share a commonality: production for exchange was neces58
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sary for subsistence. Thus, control over the mode of exchange
was effectively removed from the hands of the tenant farmers.
In contrast, the local producers of Cooper's peripheral South
Africa were able to "resist the classic product of the industrial
revolution," Western cloth; therefore, they were not dependent
on imports. As a result, owners had to concede to their laborers
some access to land (Cooper 1993, 129-131). This description
conforms to other models of African exchange relations as well
(Bernstein 1979, 423). In Latin America, a similar pattern
emerges. For instance, Jackson shows that in the Sacaba Valley
of Bolivia, the hacienda produced "large quantities of grain and
potatoes for the market" (Jackson 1989, 261). In •these cases,
perhaps the laborers did possess some control over the labor
process because in times of scarcity they could consume their
produce. Conversely, Kerkyrans had no ability to "resist" imports
because they were necessary for survival.
What of other peripheral or semi-peripheral regions? Perhaps Cooper's best query is to "why some peripheral countries
are promoted and some are not." He asserts that Wallerstein's
model cannot account for this (Cooper 1993, 95). In the Kerkyran example, the world system certainly explained the labor
process and its development. Without a dependency on imports,
perhaps the Kerkyran cultivators could have held more control
over their destiny. As Robert Brenner in his classic study of
agrarian class structure argues, "in the rich, grain-producing
areas of northwest Germany, the peasants were largely successful in gaining command of grain output in precisely the period
of developing enserfment in northern Germany (Brenner 1976,
71). In other words, the world's various modes of production,
treated as a whole under the world system, can provide major
insights into the functioning of local economies and their interactions with external forces. Without the use of Wallerstein's
model, it would have been impossible to understand Kerkyran
peasant survival.
But where does all of this leave us? Certainly not "back
to the drawing board," as many would submit." Although Wallerstein's placement of Venice's overseas territories in the world
system is never explicitly clear,' the question of whether eighteenth-century Kerkyra's status was peripheral or semi-peripheral,
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a seemingly complex problem, is somewhat less complicated than
it would appear. If it is treated as part of Venice, it is undoubtedly semi-peripheral, as Wallerstein seemingly argued. In contrast, if it is treated as an independent Greek island merely
under "temporary" Venetian control, then it could be argued
that Kerkyra was peripheral. Like many other peripheral regions,
its economy was dependent on Western imports for survival,
and this reduced Kerkyra to, in the words of Mouzelis, "a state
of permanent stagnation" (Mouzelis 1978, 39). In other words,
whether one chooses to subjectively label the Kerkyran peasants
as peripheral or semi-peripheral is of little relevance. The world
system model is merely an analytical tool. The functioning of
their economy, as well as their lives, is much easier to comprehend with the aid of Wallerstein's model of exchange combined with local memory of the anagraffe.
My intention in this essay has been to elicit questions concerning peasant economies and historic economic reconstruction
within the confines of the world system. I have attempted to
accomplish this task with a culmination of established anthropological and historical insights combined with theoretical and
empirical examples. Interaction between tenants and economic
structures is to be found within cadastral maps in archives all
over the world. The cadastre I have utilized was begun in the
year 1740. It is in this cadastre that the life of the Kerkyran
cultivators and their overlords was recorded. It is here that I
have attempted to reconstruct their economy.

NOTES
'For a von-Thunen system analysis of Wallerstein's insights see Hans
Jurgen Nitz, "The European World-System: A von Thunen Interpretation
of its Eastern Continental Sector" (Nitz 1993, 81).
2Mouzelis referred to Greece's development in the early seventeenth
century as "primitive accumulation of capital" in which Greece played
a subservient role to the activities of the Western European merchants.
However, his Greek model cannot be applied to the Ionian Islands under
Venetian control at this time.
'Relations with the world economy were limited to surplus exchange.
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4Stern's method, similar to a "case study" analysis, involves the
testing of a given entity or concept against the assertions of a theoretical
construct. In other words, it is an experiment in validity.
50n a lesser scale, Mouzelis also argues for agents to be considered
the cause of the modification of the relations of production rather than
the effect (Mouzelis 1978, 47-49).
6This description is very much like the Weberian "ideal type" (Giddens 1995, 58-68; Sica 1988, 180-183).
7For a discussion of "interaction" see Giddens's theory of structuration (Held & Thompson 1989).
8See William Roseberry, "Peasants and the World" (Plattner 1989,
108-126).

Wolf's label of an "open" community refers to its dependence on
other communities for survival. For a discussion of Wolf's "open vs.
dosed" peasant communities, see Frank Cancian, "Economic Behavior in
Peasant Communities" (Plattner 1989, 17-170).
"As Marx explains, a commodity satisfies human needs and usefulness gives use-value. Of course, these values are only realized in consumption.
11In a letter to Joseph Block, Engels himself noted that he and
Marx had to over-stress the causal role of the economic base in relation
to their adversaries who sought to deny connections between base and
superstructure. Taken from Friedrich Engels, "Letters on Historical Materialism," in The Marx-Engels Reader (Tucker 1978, 762).
"In this sense, Wallerstein's world system should be understood
as a Weberian Ideal-Type, rather than a reified model of reality. That
is, it does not possess reality in any sense. It is intended to achieve the
greatest possible conceptual darity by accentuating those aspects which
are most significant from a particular perspective (Mommsen 1989,
123).
"This document is hereafter cited as Cadastre I is the statistical
analysis. II is the measurement conversion chart. III is the title page. 1V
is the 1661 laws. V is the letter to the surveyor. VI is the translation of
fifteen villages. The cadastre is a 1745 listing of land holdings in the
barony of Pietro Duodo. It was discovered in the Cambridge University
Library by Dr. Thomas Gallant and then given to me for translation and
analysis.
"Some scholars have stressed the significance of examining land-use
patterns in order to darify core, semi-peripheral, and peripheral status.
See J. Malcolm Wagstaff, "The Role of the Eastern Mediterranean (Levant) for the Early Modern European World Economy 1500-1800" (Nitz
1993, 339); also Salvatore Ciriacono, "The Venetian Economy and its
Place in the World Economy of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries. A Comparison with Low Countries" (Nitz 1993, 128).
"It is interesting to note that Miller treats the acquisition as a peasant
request for protection, while Norwich treats the situation as imposed
by Venice.
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18Cadastre IV, 1.
17See Domenica Sella, "The Rise and Fall of the Venetian Woolen
Industry" (PulIan 1968, 107).
18Shannon describes it as a Phase A Kondratieff Cycle in which
the world system experiences cyclical waves of relative stagnation or
decline followed by general prosperity.
"Miller defines this position as one appointed by the naval authorities to be an "inquisitor" of the Levant who would inspect the Venetian
administration from time to time on the islands and ascertain the grievances of the governed.
20Cadastre V.
21The estimate of total inhabitans is based on Couroudi's study of
family structure in Kerkyra. The mean household size was about four
(Couroudi 1985).
22Cadastre I.

28See S. Aschenbrenner, "A Contemporary Community" (McDonald
& Rapp 1972, 47-65). The oil yield of a mature tree is 50 kg, a medium
(15-20 yr.) 15-20 kg, and a small (15-30 yr.) 7-15 kg. Most trees on
Kerkyra are considered between medium and mature. Therefore, the
estimate of 25 kg of oil per tree will be used.
24319,650 kg of fruit produced every two years. After Duodo's
average 10 percent rent collection from 65 percent of the villagers, the
villagers had 299,200 kg of fruit (208 000-10%+11200), or between 49,867 kg and 74,800 kg of oil. Following the 10 percent millage
fee for conversion, this meant a maximum of about 67,320 kg of oil for
the villagers. Consumption= 44 kg a household per year (88 kg for two
years) X 1,100 households =96,800 necessary for estate consumption.
The barony as a whole is almost 30,000 kg of oil below the consumption
level.
25Cadastre II. 8.23 misfire= 1 hectare. This reading is only accurate
for land measurement, see below.
28Cadastre VI. For wheat, the conversion is 1 misare=17.5 kg, 1
quartarelli= 4.4 kg. For olive oil, 1 jar =16.5 kg.
27Cadastre VI.
28For a general description of these systems, see Tim Unwin, "Wine
in the Early Modern World-System: Profit, Production and Exchange"
(Nitz 1993, 252).
20Cadastre I.
80Cadastre
81See Michael Taussig, "Peasant Economics and the Development of
Capitalist Agriculture in the Cauca Valley, Colombia" (Harriss 1982,
190-192).
320ne tree produced about 25 kg of fruit every two years. The
naillage fee was 10 percent, or 2.5 kg. Excluding Duodo's share, this
comes between 3.8 kg and 5.7 kg of oil. The average family required
44 kg of oil per year for consumption (or 88 kg every two years). This
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meant that between fifteen and twenty-three olive trees were necessary
for survival.
"Twenty-two olive trees yield 550 kg of fruit, or between 92 and
138 kg of oil, biannually. After the 10 percent millage fee and 88 kg
of consumption this leaves a maximum possible of 50 kg of oil available
to market.
34Kerkyran inheritance practice consisted of pure partible inheritance
among children, leaving nominal control to the first-born male.
88Cadastre I, VI.
As Marx explains, for subsistence one must create value, but to
produce a commodity, one must create values for others. The product
must be transferred to another person through exchange. In this process
of CMC (commodity-money-commodity), the peasant sells his commodity for money and then buys a commodity for subsistence, or "selling
in order to buy." This market network is beyond the control of the
producer. It differs from capitalist exchange, or MCM., in which transactions occur for the sole purpose of capital accumulation rather than
use-values.
8Weber describes the development of a staff of subaltern officials
actively engaged in a "public" office as the making of a "bureau," part
of the rise of modern officialdom inherent in the development of
capitalism.
88Weber referred to the "political" as meaning an interest in the
distribution, maintenance, or transfer of power.
88Giddens describes the political character of a group as characterized
by their monopoly of the disposal of force.
"The Provveditori of the islands were chosen from the poorer
Venetian aristocracy and received small salaries. Bribery and corruption
were common.
"Cadastre
42Cadastre I. There were approximately 108 local nobles.
"Eleven hundred households produced about 319,650 kg of fruit
every two years. Duodo appropriated between a sixth and a tenth of
65 percent of this amount annually before conversion into oil. In other
words, 65 percent of 320,000 biannually divided by 4 to 6 kg of fruit
for 1 kg of oil. The calculations are then presented in an annual production rate format.
"Cadastre III.
45Cadastre I. There were about forty-three total practici in the Duodo
barony.
48Cadastre VI.
"Cadastre VI.
48Usurpation is usually defined as the encroachment of land. However, it is unclear from the records whether this was actual encroachment or usurpation of common right (Petrusewicz 1996, 56-63).
48Cadastre IV.
"Cadastre VI.
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81In Bloch's study, many of the peasant households were accustomed
to bringing their corn to the mill to be ground with considerable profit
to the lord. Lords often used their "coercive power" (i.e., stewards,
,etc.) to compel all of the men living on their land to make use of
their own mill, rather than that of the peasants' or on neighboring lands.
52Cadastre VI.
52See Gerhard A. Hoekveld, "World-System Theory: Implications
for Historical and Regional Geography" (Nitz 1993, 47).
54See also Wilhelm Matzat, "Northern Italy: Secondary Core or
Reduced to Semi-Peripheral Role" (Nitx 1993, 118).
55See Malcolm Wagstaff, "The Role of the Eastern Mediterranean
(Levant) for the Early Modern European World Economy 1500-1800"
(Nitz 1993, 336).
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Greece and the Claim to Regional
Hegemony in the New Balkans:
Myth and Reality
by EFSTATHIOS T. FAKIOLAS

I. Introduction

The end of the Cold War resulted in structural changes in
the Balkan Peninsula that reinforced the sub-systemic position
of Greece. Since that time, a consensus has emerged among
Greek political and economic elites that Greece has the unique
opportunity to adopt a protagonistic role in constructing a regional environment favorable to its security interests in the
Balkans, and primarily with reference to Albania, Bulgaria,
FYROM, and Romania.' Underlying the term "protagonistic"
is most often the idea that Greece is the predominant power in
the Balkans. In essence, this notion denotes the meaning of
regional leadership of its own, that is, regional hegemony.
Nonetheless, though widely propagating, it is difficult to
find written works explicitly asserting Greece's regional hegemonic role. One problem is that most of the advocates are
politicians who prefer lecturing to writing. Another is that the
proponenents of regional hegemony never openly use the term
"hegemony" when ref ering to Greece's foreign policy goals
in the Balkans. Therefore, it is difficult to explain precisely how
they conceive of hegemony. Clearly, whatever terms they usually
employ, their common denominator is that Greece is the preeminent or the first power among equals that should pursue
a role of regional leadership of its own, which is to form and
summa cum laude in international
studies from Athens Panteion University of Social and Political
Sciences, while a scholar of the IKY National Scholarship Foundation
for outstanding performance for four years. He holds a master's degree
in international politics and security from Panteion University and in
international and strategic studies from Lancaster University, while
educated at the London School of Economics.
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advance a regional security system for the purposes of serving
Greek security interests.'
Charalambos Papasotiriou is, at least to the best of our
knowledge, the only Greek scholar who explicitly uses in writing the term "hegemony" as it is conceived of in the international political economy theory. He argues that there exists a
hegemonic structure of the economic system in the Balkans, and
that Greece takes hold of a hegemonic rank in the distribution
of economic power. He strongly believes that Greece's economic
hegemony will gradually go hand in hand with its political
leadership, and that both the European Union's great powers
and the United States support the Greek hegemonic role in
the Balkans. However, we must point out that Papasotiriou
significantly distances himself from all those who are in favor
of Greece's regional hegemony to the extent that this argument
by no means points to the establishment of a regional system only
in service of Greek national interests.'
The argument in support of Greece's claims to regional
leadership in its own right is based on the country's best placement structurally in the distribution of power among the Balkan states concerned. Preeminence is, by and large, defined in
economic, diplomatic, and military terms. Most argue that
Greece can, and should, exploit only its economic and diplomatic superiority in order to establish a form of regional
hegemony.
Many policymakers and analysts, however, have no clearcut idea of how Greece should go about establishing regional
hegemony. They tend to exaggerate the opportunities and undervalue or discount the constraints and limits. This usually
leads to the misunderstanding of international conditions, and
the adoption of extremist stances. Greece appears to have aspirations, and to design policies, beyond its real capabilities.
Most importantly, it damages its image in the eyes both of its
allies in the EU and NATO, and of the Balkan states concerned.
This paper is intended to explore Greece's claim to the regional hegemony in the New Balkans. It challenges the prevailing view in that the picture that will be sketched out is
quite different from the one that is generally held in Greece.
It illustrates that no such thing exists as hegemonic distribu70
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tion of economic power in favor of Greece in the broader context of the Balkan peninsula. Greece's economic, and political,
hegemony is a great myth.
The notion of hegemony, as defined in related literature,
is not readily applicable to regional politics. Certain relative
terms may fit better in present regional circumstances. We
Suggest and distinguish between structural opportunity and
structural power, which stand somewhere between the end
points of a continuum of several forms of power from force
through socialization to hegemony. The structural opportunity
is a form of a somewhat "objective" power as derived from
the distribution of capabilities across states in a particular system or an institutional arrangement. It is power that exists
away, as such in time and place, and is not expressible in some
tangible ways. Structural power is the perceptual, actual structural opportunity. It is power that exists to the extent that it is
created by those who enjoy the attributes of structural opportunity, and is perceived as such by those who subject to it. It
reflects and refers to the overall capacity of a state's grand
'strategy to influence or control the shaping of events within a
specific context, in the sense of improving the international
conditions favorable to the preservation and enhancement of a
state's long-term security interests. The intervening variable that
links structural opportunity to structural power is a state's grand
strategy design. In fact, structural opportunity is accessible only
through grand strategy. The latter makes possible the access
to the attributes of structural opportunity by converting it into
realized structural power.
In this respect, this paper's main thesis is that the country
is .not capable of assuming a leadership role of its own in the
New Balkans, which is the meaning that a number of politician's,
journalists, businessmen, and scholars most often attach to the
notion of regional hegemony. It consists of two arguments:
First, the distribution of power between Greece and the Balkan
states concerned has indeed provided the former with a unique
"objective" power, the structural opportunity to play an assertive part in Balkan affairs. Second, the perceptual, actual
structural opportunity, the structural power, is conditioned by
several systematic imperatives and domestic constraints: the
Greece and the Claim to Regional Hegemony
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the strong economic and diplomatic presence of great powers,
the significant political penetration and strategic importance
of Turkey, the political disputes with PYROM and Albania,
and the serious problems of Greek economy.
On the whole, all other things being equal, Greece as a
regionally preeminent small power is able to play an active
role as a partner in leadership. Such a role is liable to lead up
to Greece's regional primacy. The notion of regional primacy
denotes the equal partnership in a regional leadership.' This
is far from the idea of regional hegemony, which refers to regional leadership of one's own.
II. The Origins of Greece's Claim to Regional Hegemony
and the Preconditions of Regional Primacy

Greece's claim to regional hegemony rests on the strategic
features of the post-Cold War international system. Some of
them have given birth to systemic opportunities that potentially allow regional preeminent small powers to acquire an
increased freedom of maneuver, and pursue more autonomous
courses of action. These are as follows:
a) The progressive rise of a multipolar power structure.
The collapse of communism in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe and the unification of Germany, combined with the
Gulf War, the breakup of Yugoslavia, the difficulties in following through in practice the imperatives of the Maastricht Treaty,
all seem to have generated irreversible shifts in •the landscape
of world politics. The disciplines of bipolarity were wholly cast
off, and a highly fluid and complex international security environment predominantly marked by the acute revival of regional conflicts has come into being.
b) The flowering of regionalism. The term "regionalism"
has been conventionally used to denote the more or less selfsufficient organization and cooperation among states with natural geographical proximity. It implies a particular pattern of
interactions that emerges and grows in between the free-trade
area model and the so-called Fortress model (Hettne 1993).
Additionally, the end of bipolarity has provided the opportunity for assessing the impact of regionalism from another
72
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perspective, most often neglected throughout the Cold War.
That is related to the return or restoration of regional sovereignty and independence, in the sense that prospects have been
opened up for regionally preeminent small powers to assume
more active or assertive roles.' In principle, the changing structure of the international system has enhanced the freedom of
small states to conduct foreign policy of their own and to undertake leadership roles as well.
c) The dynamic emergence of certain dimensions of security, which were highly overshadowed by the East-West confrontation. Throughout the Cold War, security was almost
synonymous to military power and strategy. After the end of
the Cold War, it has become more evident that security is not
limited to a military dimension, because threats to security can
take a great many forms, grouped into five primary categories:
military, political, economic, societal, and environmental. Together all these aspects of security are closely woven in a strong
web of linkages (Buzan 1991, Booth 1991a, Booth and Wheeler
1992). Of them, economic and social factors are ranked at the
top and perceived of as the primary constituents of security and
power (Kennedy 1993). This by no means points to the obsolescence of military power for security purposes in today's
world politics. Instead, it underlines that because of the high
cost of modern warfare, military power is politically most useful when it is not being directly used (Knorr 1970, Garnett
1976, Booth 1991b). This in turn does not come hand in hand
with the reduction of antagonism and the disappearance of
threats. It is more valid to assume that although wars may be
fewer in the conventional definition of the word, "there may be
a great deal of violence in the coming decade" (Harkabi
1989, 25).
In this context, as we have already cited, a significant band
of influential people set forth the assertion that Greece should
pursue to become the regional hegemon in the Balkans. We
take issue with this view. What Greece is able to do is to aspire
to a regional primacy that is an equal partnership in collective
leadership. The term "regional primacy" is closely associated
with the notions of structural opportunity and structural power.
Holding constant no structural opportunity, a small regional
Greece and the Claim to Regional Hegemony
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state's structural power is relatively limited. Holding constant
structural opportunity, a regional small power may enhance its
structural power in such a large measure that it can make sound
claims to translate its preeminence into regional primacy. In
fact, a realized structural power is likely to lead up to a small
power's regional primacy. Structural opportunity and structural
power represent substantial differences of proportion and degree
in meeting the requirements for regional primacy.
We could contend that three preconditions should be met
so that a small power be in a position to play a preponderant
part in its adjacent area: first, the distribution of power capabilities should be in favor of it, that is, the existence of a structural
opportunity; second, its attempt should not come overly into
conflict with the interests both of the present great powers, and
of other regional powers eligible for such a role; and last,
but not least, it should have not only the economic, military,
and diplomatic superiority over the regional states concerned,
but also the potential political and economic capacity to support
and sustain such a role over a relatively long period of time.
Waltz's discussion and his terminology of "permissive or
underlying" and "immediate or efficient" causes of war, where
the former are identified in an international system and the
latter in a domestic system, seem an appropriate way to frame
our perception of how the preconditions of regional primacy
are closely related to one another in a nexus of causes (Waltz
1959, 231-232, 238). We assume that the first two prerequisities
constitute the underlying causes or necessary conditions, in the
sense that without them regional primacy can never occur. The
third precondition has the attributes of immediate or efficient
cause or, to put it slightly differently, the sufficient condition, in
the sense that only its existence allows regional primacy on
occasion to come into being.
On the way to better establishing the conclusion of regional
primacy in contrast to the idea of regional hegemony, the
grounding of our argument is in order. On a general level of
analysis, a fundamental question arises as to what exactly the
term "hegemony" means. The principal intellectual tradition
behind this is the so-called hegemonic stability theory (Krasner
1976, Kindleberger 1981, Keohane 1984, Gilpin 1985, Gilpin
74
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1987, Kennedy 1989, Mansfield 1992). This assumes that hegemony is closely related to all those situations in which one
state appears to have considerably more power than the others.
The inequality of power is so great that it allows a state to obtain
hegemony over others.
Theory, however, leaves the problem of how hegemony is
to be defined unresolved. That is related to the manner in which
the exercise of power by a hegemon is manifested. Most scholars
tend to conceive of hegemonic rule as the preponderance of
material resources and the use of coercion, as well as the threat
of violence on the part of the power. Others, who challenge
the traditional approach to hegemony, maintain that it should
best be seen as primarily the exercise of indirect or structural
power; in this regard, hegemony is closely associated with the
process of socialization (Nye 1990a, Nye 1990b, Strange 1994,
Strange 1987, Ikenberry 1989, Ikenberry and Kupchan 1990).
But, so long as it is remembered how structural power is
conceptualized, it is clear that hegemonic power is something
more. Following Gramsci's tradition, we could contend that
hegemony is characterized by a situation in which a leading
power has made its conception of order and stability acceptable
to others. In Robert Cox's words, a preeminent state has established hegemonic rule if "the rules and practices and ideologies
of a hegemonic order conform to the interests of the dominant
power while having the appearance of a universal natural order
of things which gives at least a certain measure of satisfaction
and security to lesser powers" (Cox 1989, 825).
Therefore, structural power constitutes the minimum requirement for the exercise of hegemonic power, which is, more
broadly, the ability to control outcomes and events in support
of maintaining an order, or regime, that is compatible with the
practices and ideologies of the hegernon. From this point of
view, as a result of its power capabilities and limitations, and
particularly in reference to the three classic functions of diplomacy-representation, negotiation, and intelligence, it is very
difficult for a regionally preeminent small power to get its way
and establish a regional hegemony all of its own. The notion
of hegemony in its purist meaning can not be applied to regional
Greece and the Claim to Regional Hegemony
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IV. Greece in the New Balkans: Myth Versus Reality

The claim to regional hegemony on the part of Greece is
a great myth. What the country can pursue is regional primacy.
However, some requirements need to be met. The rest of the
paper will explore the preconditions for regional primacy as
they may apply to the case of Greece in the New Balkans. Before proceeding, some necessary clarifications are in order.
In the wake of Yugoslavia's breakup, the states assumed
to comprise the Balkan peninsula have changed. Following
their independence, Slovenia and Croatia have declared themselves as geographically and politically belonging exclusively
to Central Europe. In this regard, we take the term "New
Balkans" as a regional system pertaining to Albania, Bulgaria,
Romania, FYROM, Turkey, the New Yugoslavia (Serbia-Montenegro), and Greece. We refer to Albania, Bulgaria, Romania,
and FYROM as "the Balkan states concerned," while common
sense can empirically indicate Greece, Turkey, and the New Yugoslavia as the regionally preeminent small powers, which seek,
more or less, to take a prepondent role in the New Balkans.
Moreover, a point should be made pertaining to the serious
problem of national accounts data. The reliability of statistics
is not self-evident. Comparable statistics on these countries are
nonexistent; for where currently available, the figures that are put
together in a single table usually stem from a great many sources,
which often cover the period up to the end of 1995. Yet,
provided the political and economic instability, it is exceptionally
difficult to establsh a clear picture of current developments and
to form projections even about the very short-term future.
a) The First Precondition: Structural Opportunity

It is our aim to assess how well Greece is structurally positioned among the Balkan states concerned. This may illustrate
the existence of a unique structural opportunity. We are going
to examine the distribution of power by focusing on its military, economic, and institutional dimensions. In addition, though
it is not our focus in this section, available figures with respect
to Turkey and the New Yugoslavia are cited so that a comparative picture forms, and we become aware of both the op76
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portunities and limitations of the other candidate protagonists
in the region.
A. The military dimension: The distribution of military
capabilities comes out strongly in favor of Greece. At the present time, it has at its disposal sufficiently equipped and sophisticated armed forces. It is not accidental that it annually reports
among NATO member-states one of the highest defense-spending rates, though invariably second to Turkey. In 1995, military expenditure valued at approximately 4.6 percent of its GDP
to $5.1 billion, or $484 per capita, compared to 3.6 percent to
$6 billion, or $98 per capita for Turkey, and 22.1 percent to
$3 billion for the New Yugoslavia. It is forecast that through
1996 the defense budget of Greece and Turkey might stand at
around $3.5 billion and $5.7 billion, respectively (The International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1996, 59, 70, 306).
According to the International Institute for Strategic Studies,
the defense budget of Greece is worth nearly as much as double
the sum total share of all the Balkan states concerned. The 1995
Greek military expenditure (and the 1996 defense budget recorded targets) amounted to $5.1 m. ($3.5 m.) compared to $872
million ($749 million) for Romania, $387 million ($428 million for Bulgaria, $49 million ($51 million) for Albania, and
$116 million ($126 million) for FYROM (The International
Institute for Strategic Studies, 1996, 59, 70-71, 77, 82, 92, 95).
Furthermore, following Turkey, which maintains the second largest standing army in Europe, there is no denying that
Greece is far superior regarding equipment holdings, amount
of military hardware, and strength of weapons. In manpower,
the Greek army appears to lag only behind Romania. The 1995
Romanian combined armed forces totalled 228,400 active personnel and 427,000 reserves. The figures were slightly lower
in the case of Greece, at 168,300 and 291,000, respectively
(The International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1996, 59, 65).
In short, Greece's army enjoys a significant number of
comparative advantages at operational level vis-à-vis the rest of
the Balkan states concerned. By no means does it follow that Greece
has the military capacity to impose its will against its Balkan
neighbors. It is quite capable, however, of deterring effectively
the combined attack of two or even three of its neighboring
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countries. Beyond that, Greek leaders have already embarked
upon capitalizing on the political potential of their military
superiority by promoting programs of close military and diplomatic cooperation with Bulgaria, Romania, and Albania. These
mutually beneficial agreements usually call for substantial technology transfer, training of officials, military assistance, political support, and high-level consultation on issues of common
'interest. Moreover, Greece is explicitly committed to actively
support the efforts of these countries to enter NATO through
the institutional framework of the Partnership for Peace initiative (Hellenic Centre of European Studies [EKEM) 1993a, 3-4,
The Economist Intelligence Unit [EIU1 1996a, 11).
Clearly, Greece is structurally well-positioned in military
terms. In effect, it will be able to successfully convert further,
where politically appropriate, the favorable distribution of
military power in the New Balkans into realized structural
power.
B. The economic dimension: Greece •is structurally positioned at the top in terms of the distribution of economic
capabilities. It is the richest and most developed country in the
New Balkans, far ahead of Turkey and the New Yugoslavia.
Currently, its per capita income, evaluated at an estimated purchasing power parity, is worth around $8,600, compared to about
$4,600 for Turkey, and $4,400 for the New Yugoslavia. By
contrast, in 1994 the per capita income of Bulgaria and Romania
averaged approximately $4,812 and $2,730, respectively; and
is expected to rise modestly in 1995 to $5,032 and $2,890, respectively (EIU 1995a, 9, EKEM 1995a, 9). As for Albania and
FYROM, although there are no accurate figures available, their
GDP per capita averaged less than that of Romania.
With espect to the performance of the economy in terms
of output growth, Greece compares favorably. According to the
data in Table 1, the economy was hurt by modest recession
fluctuations over the 1990-1993 period. It experienced a sluggish
economic recovery in 1994 as GDP grew by 1.5 percent, compared to a decline of 1 percent on the year-earlier period, and
by 1.7 percent in 1995. It is forecast that the GDP growth
rate will increase further to 2.1 percent in 1996. Projections
for 1997 suggest that the GDP growth rate will further on
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and reach 2.4 percent
1996a, 6). As far as Turkey is
concerned, after a downturn of about 6 percent in 1994, GNP
growth rate, at 1987 prices, remarkably grew by 8.1 percent in
1995. Prospects that this upturn will go on in 1996 hold firmly
(EIU 1996b, 3).
Unlike Greece, the economy of the Balkan states concerned
have moved into deep recession. As Table 1 illustrates, the GDP
of Romania fell sharply by a smuch as 27.3 percent between
1990 and 1992. Such was approximately the downturn in the
GDP rate of Bulgaria, whereas the picture of FYROM and
Albania appeared to be even much worse: the decline was nearly
36 percent and 47.3 percent, respectively.
Albania and Romania have begun to show signs of recovery
since 1993. Table 1 shows that the Albanian GDP grew respectably by some 11 percent in 1993 and 7.4 percent in 1994; the
upswing continued in 1995 and will continue in 1996, though
at a modest pace. As far as Romania is concerned, the GDP
growth rate stood at about 1.5 percent in 1993, 3.9 percent in
1994, and 6.9 percent in 1995, while being estimated to reach
4.5 percent in 1996.
By contrast, in 1993 in the Bulgarian GDP growth rate
was still negative at 2.4 percent. A small recovery of 0.2 percent was recorded in 1994, and the prospects are rather better
as it is projected to reach 2.5 percent in 1995 and 3 percent in
1996. On the other hand, the recession of FYROM's economy
was getting all the more deeper. A further fall of 15.2 percent,
7 percent, and 3 percent in GDP was reported in 1993, 1994,
and 1995, respectively. It is forecast that GDP rate is likely to
be on an upward trend in 1996 when it is to stand at about
3 percent.
All in all, regardless of the marked improvement in the
performance of Albania, Romania, and Bulgaria, economic progress is relatively slow in comparative terms. The real potential
of Albania's economy appears to be better than that of the
others (Fakiolas 1994). It is indicative that in a 1994 official
letter to President of Albania Sali A. Berisha, the director of
the International Monetary Fund (IFM), M. Camdessus, argued, among other things, that "in the course of the past
years, Albania's economic results were the best among the
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rest of the Eastern European countries" (EKEM 1994b, 18).
In essence, Albania has had the fastest-growing economy in
Europe in the past three years. In parallel, Romania's economy,
according to the assertions of the National Bank of Romania,
is "closer than ever to the beginning of a long-lasting upward
trend" (National Bank of Romania 1994, 63). On the other
hand, it is estimated that the Bulgarian GDP will reach its
1989 range by the year 2016, if growing as much as 2 percent,
and by 2006, if growing 4 percent, and by 2003, if growing
6 percent (Institute of Economics 1993, 80).
Greece is likewise compared favorably in some other significant economic indicators. For instance, the 1995 inflation
rate of Turkey and the New Yugoslavia was 93.5 percent and
120.2 percent, respectively, compared to 9.2 percent for Greece
(EIU 1996b, 3, EIU 1996c, 24) . According to the statistics of Table
2, the inflation rate in the Balkan states was exceptionally high
compared to that of Greece over the years 1993 and 1994. In
1995, however, Albania's and FYROM's inflation were below
by 3 percent and 0.2 percent on the Greek figures, respectively.
It is envisaged that in 1996 the declining trend of consumer
price inflation will accelerate in all the Balkan states, and
FYROM will achieve a rate below by 5 percent and 1 percent
on Greek and Albanian counterparts (EIU 1996b, 13). Except
for Romania, the unemployment rate is also much higher in the
Balkan states concerned than in Greece. In Romania, unemployment rate •brought clown from 10.2 percent in 1993 to 8.9
percent in 1995, standing on the same level with that of
Greece. But, unlike Greece, almost half the 23 million population of Romania lives on the poverty line.'
Furthermore, Greek foreign exchange reserves almost
doubled in value from $5.2 billion in 1991 to an unprecedented
record $14.8 billion in 1995 (EIU 1996a, 3). By comparison,
Turkey had a 1995 year-end foreign currency figure of around
$12.5 billion (EIU 1996b, 3). At the end of 1994, Greece had
at its disposal nearly twice as many reserves as Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, and FYROM put together. The foreign currency reserves of Romania stood at about $1,700 million, of
Bulgaria at $700 million, of Albania at $1,980 million and of
FYROM at $165.4 million (EKEM 1995c, 17, EIU 1996c, 29).
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It should be noted that the main source of Albania's foreign
exchange reserves is the remittances sent back home from migrant
Albanian workers. The latter picked up from nearly zero in
1991 to $150 million in 1992, $355 million in 1993, and over
$400 million in 1994 (FXEM 1994c, 70, ETU 1994, 38-40, 59,
EIU 1993, 31-33). Most of them are produced by Albanians
living legally or otherwise in Greece. Thus, Albania's economy
appears to be dependent on the latter in significant measure.
With respect to external debt, Greece is in far better position than Turkey and the New Yugoslavia both in absolute and
relative terms. In 1993 (1991) the foreign debt averaged about
$27.3 billion ($24.1 billion) expressible in terms of perception over GDP as 36.3 percent (29.6 percent) compared to a
total of $67.8 billion ($50.1 billion) at a ratio debt/GDP of
55.3 percent (45.9 percent) for Turkey. The latter's external
debt recorded further increase in 1994 and 1995 to an estimated
$65.4 billion and $74 billion, respectively, while the Greek
respective figures were $32.7 billion and $34.2 billion (EIU
1996a, 3, EIU 1996b, EIU 1996e, 49, ETU 1996f, 65). As for
the New Yugoslavia, the plight is worse if we take into account
that, out of a 1995 GDP at current prices of $14.9 billion, the
sum share of foreign debt amounted to around $11.2 billion
(EIU 1996c, 5).
In sharp contrast, Greece lags behind the Balkan states
concerned in absolute terms. Statistics (EIU 1996a, 3, EIU 1996c,
29, EIU 1996i, 3, EIU 1996j, 4, 28) show that in light of a
1995 Greek external debt of $34.2 billion, the foreign debt
of Bulgaria stood at $9.5 billion, of Romania at $6.6 billion, of
Albania at $1 billion, and of FYROM at $1.2 billion. However,
given the real potential of the economy, the higher level of
development, the volume of foreign currency reserves, and the
annual average increase of debt over the 1990-1994 period,
Greece appears to be substantially better off in relative terms.
For instance, in 1994, Bulgaria's foreign debt was quite higher
than its overall GDP. Out of about $10 billion GDP at current
prices (EIU 1996g, 16), a total of $10.5 billion was owed to
international organizations, Paris Club countries, and London
Club commercial creditors. By the end of 1991, Romania had
a foreign debt of $2.2 billion. Since then, it has borrowed
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heavily, bringing its external debt to an estimated $5.6 billion
in 1994. The sum total of debt represented more than a 200
percent increase on the previous three-year period. This upswing is expressible in a ratio of debt/GDP as more than
double the rise from 7.5 percent in 1991 to 19.1 percent in
1994 (EIU 1996h, 42) compared •to around a 20 percent increase from 29.6 percent to 37.5 percent, respectively, for
Greece (EIU 1996a, 65). Therefore, a debt of 19 percent accelerated so fast in such a short while is worse for the poor
Romanian economy than a relatively immutable debt of around
37 percent for the richer Greek economy. Moreover, the credibility of Greece in international financial markets is currently
high. On the other hand, the borrowing ability of the Balkan
states concerned is ambivalent. An illustrative case is Bulgaria,
where both the IMF and the World Bank have postponed the
1995 funding agreements because of governmental •failure to
meet reform targets.8
Finally, after the collapse of the old regimes, Greek trade
exchanges with Romania, Bulgaria, and Albania have been growing considerably. The structure of trade is undeniably to Greece's
advantage. Greece enjoys trade surplus in its trade relations with
the Balkan States concerned. In 1993, the Greek exports to (and
imports from) Bulgaria and Romania were worth 59.431 billion
drachmas, (36.814 billion drachmas) and 18.135 billion drachmas (13.166 billion drachmas), respectively; the trade surplus
was significant enough. The gap was almost eleven-fold, at the expense of Albania; the Greek exports to Albania totaled a record
24.842 billion drachmas, whereas imports averaged only 2.902 billion drachmas (EKEM 1994c, 27, 50, 70). It is obvious that by
comparison to Romania and Bulgaria, Albania is much more dependent on Greece in absolute terms.
On the whole, the unrivaled economic superiority of Greece
over its fellow Balkan states, together with its traditional role
as a commercial crossroad, form the cornerstone of its hopes
for an active leadership role in the region. The economic structural opportunity has already been partly converted into realized structural power. The drachma is a potential currency
of exchange. According to the assertion of the Economist Intelligence Unit, "there is an established drachma zone in the
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Eastern Balkans" (EIU 1995b, 58). The Central Bank of
Greece regularly designs and takes a number of measures in
support of maintaining and improving this structural advantage.
Among others, plans are in progress, and negotiations are under
way, to make both the Bulgarian Lev and the Romanian Lei
convertible by including them in the daily fixing of the drachma
(EIU 1995b, 17). Greece has already been authorized to set
up and organize in Thessaloniki, the capital of the province of
Macedonia, the International Bank of the Black Sea Economic
Cooperation Organization. Last, but not least, the Greek government struggles to get a significant share in the projected
construction of an oil pipeline that may transport crude oil
from the Caspian Sea to the Mediterranean through the Bulgarian port of Bugras and the port of Thessaloniki, as opposed
to the Turkish proposal to pass across its territory. To this
end, some preliminary agreements with Russia and Bulgaria
have already been concluded.
In this regard Greece is structurally well positioned in economic terms. By extension, it is capable of translating further,
where politically and economically appropriate, the favorable
distribution of economic power in the New Balkans into realized
structural power.
C. The institutional dimension: All the Balkan states
concerned have joined the North Atlantic Cooperation Council
(NACC) and the Partnership for Peace program. Romania and
Bulgaria have signed and effected with the EU the so-called
European Agreements; Albania and FYROM are regular recipients of EU aid assistance (EKEM 1995d). However, they are
still far from becoming full member-states.
On the other hand, Greece, as an active member of both
the EU and NATO, has at its disposal a uniquely important
source of institutional power. All other things being equal,
Greek governments can skillfully borrow power capabilities and
resources from these multinational institutions so as to safeguard and effectively promote the country's interests. In this
context, the former Greek minister of defense, Gerasimos Arsenis, has suggested that Greece should take the initiative for, and
contribute to, the actual implementation of the Partnership for
Peace program in the Balkans through the progressive operaGreece and the Claim to Regional Hegemony
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tional link-up of NATO with the defense structures of Romania, Bulgaria, and Albania. This might lead in the long run to
the establishment of a NATO-like regional defense system with
combined joint task forces headquartered at Thessaloniki (EKEM
1995, 9).
Greece actively supports and reinforces the efforts of Bulgaria and Romania to join the EU. Besides this, Athens has
already reached a cooperation agreement with both Bulgaria
and Albania to make use of the EU Phare and Interreg program
funds for the purpose of financing joint projects in fields such
as transportation, telecommunication, electric power generation,
and environmental protection (EKEM 1994, 13). Clearly, holding constant the favorable distribution of military and economic
power in the New Balkans, Greece can constantly take advantage
of the institutional power derived from its membership in the
EU and NATO.
To sum up, the main conclusion that can be drawn from
the discussion so far presented is that after the end of the Cold
War, the distribution of military, economic, and diplomatic
power in the New Balkans has endowed Greece with a unique
structural opportunity. Assuming the latter constant, its conversion into a fully realized structural power is significantly dependent on systematic imperatives and domestic constraints. Let
us now investigate the former.
b) The Second Precondition: Systematic Imperatives
and Dictates

Our intention is to explore how well Greece is structurally
positioned in the broad security environment of the Balkan
peninsula. Holding continuous structural opportunity, the second precondition that Greece should meet for regional primacy
is that its attempts should not come overtly into conflict with
the vital interests of both the present great powers and other
regional small powers eligible for achieving such an objective.
It points to the degree of their economic and political penetration into the region. Furthermore, it is important to take into
consideration the fundamental foreign policy goals of the Balkan states concerned. As a whole, Greece is not so well structurally positioned as it might initially appear. It lags behind
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great powers both in economic and political terms, while stand•ng second to Turkey in terms of the degree of diplomatic and
military influence.
We begin firstly with the degree of economic penetration
by focusing on these basic indicators: the structure of trade relations, the inflows of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), and
the aid assistance. It should be noted that as a result of the
previous two-year-long Greek embargo on FYROM, the economic presence of Greece in the latter can not be registered
and, in effect, as such can not be compared to that of both
the great and other regional small powers. We take the latter
to be relatively high.' Equally, there is a similar general problem in the case of the New Yugoslavia due to the past five
years of UN-imposed sanctions.
In regard to foreign trade, statistics (EIU 1994, 28) show
that in 1993 •Greece was just the fourth trading partner of
Bulgaria. It was in fifth place as a market for its exports with
a share of 5.9 percent of the total, and in the fourth place as
a market of its supplies with 3.7 percent. On the other hand,
though on a far lower scale compared to 1990, the former
USSR was still the leading partner of Bulgaria, accounting for
19.4 percent of its exports (from 64 percent in 1990) and 36
percent of its imports (from 56.5 percent), followed by Germany with 6.4 percent (from 4.2 percent) and 12.3 percent
(from 10.8 percent), and former Yugoslavia with 10.6 percent
(from 1 percent) and 2.1 percent (from 2 percent), respectively. Turkey was the fifth trading partner of Bulgaria, second to Greece. Accounting for 7.8 percent of the Bulgarian
exports, Turkey, however, was third to the former USSR and
the former Yugoslavia, followed by Germany and Greece. Finally,
the United States and the United Kingdom lagged significantly
behind the three largest partners. The share of the former in
Bulgarian exports and imports stood at 3.3 percent and 3.4 percent, respectively, whereas that the latter was 3 percent and 3.8
percent, respectively.
Additionally, out of the figures (EIU 1995a, 15-18) pertaining to the value of exports to and imports from Bulgaria
of some major EU member-states, and of the United States,
some interesting points can be drawn:
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• Germany is in first place in the listing among the EU great
powers. Its 1993 exports and imports averaged nearly $345.6
million and $546 million, respectively, but the figures had
risen to $456.9 million and $653.8 million, respectively, by
1994. Comparing to the data above, it seems that although
its exports were much higher than its imports as percentage
share, they were worth less than imports.
• Both the other European countries and the United States
lagged significantly behind Germany.
• Italy is potentially likely to play a growing part in the shortand middle-run as a market of Bulgarian supplies. In 1993,
it exported $177.6 million-worth of goods, but this figure
had jumped to $336 million by 1994.
In Romania, Greece does not play an important role at
all. Statistics (EIU 1996h, 41) show that the 1994 ranking
of the top ten trading partners of Romania did not encompass
Greece. Instead, Turkey was the fifth destination for Romanian
goods, accounting for 4.1 percent of the total to $251 million.
It was also eighth in the listing of the main ten markets of
Romanian supplies with 2.5 percent of the total to $151 million.
On the other hand, Germany was the first largest trading
partner of Romania, accounting for 16.1 percent of its exports
and 20.8 percent of its imports to $988 million and $1,278
million, respectively. As a market for Romanian exports, Germany was followed by Italy with 12.9 percent (to 795 million),
France with 5.1 percent ($316 million) and China with 4.5
percent ($276 million). As a market of Romanian supplies,
Germany was followed by Russia with 16 percent (to $984
million), Italy with 13.7 percent ($841 million), the United
States with 7.6 percent ($465 million), and France with 5.9
percent ($362 million). Again, both the rest of the EU great
powers and the United States lagged behind Germany.
In Albania, Greece is far second to Italy, while the purchanges of Turkish products are not strong enough. The latest
statistical figures available (EIU 1996g, 71-72) show that in
1994 Greece was the second destination of Albanian exports,
with a percentage share of 10.4 percent of the total followed
by the United States with 11.1 percent, Germany with 4.8 percent, Belgium with 4.3 percent, and France with 2.1 percent.
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In parallel, Greece was the second supplier of the Albanian
market, accounting for 24 percent of the total imports, followed
by Bulgaria with 8.2 percent, Germany with 5.5 percent, Turkey with 4.6 percent, and the New Yugoslavia with 4.5 percent.
Italy is unequivocally the leading trading partner of Albania, accounting, in 1944, for 52.1 percent of its exports
and 35 percent of its imports. As compared to Bulgaria and
Romania, Albania is dependent on its principal trading partners
much more as a market of supplies than as a market for its
exports. It is also more dependent on its leading trading partner
than Bulgaria and Romania. Finally, the German trade with
Albania, as opposed to the rule in the New Balkans, lagged
significantly behind the Italian and partly the US trade.
With respect to the inflow of Foreign Direct Investment
capital, Greece is the leading foreign investor in Bulgaria, with
77 percent of all foreign investments (EIU 1995b, 17). It is
first in the number of registered FDI cases. According to the
UN data,' by August 3, 1994, Greek firms had put forth some
421 investment projects, more than double those of the Turkish
and Russian firms that followed in the rank with 200 and 116,
respectively. It is also estimated that at the beginning of 1994
there were some 700 joint ventures of Greek firms with Bulgarian partners (EICEM 1994c, 28, 72). It is clear that Greek
companies have thoroughly penetrated the Bulgarian maket by
establishing large-scale pattern of business affiliations.
The same data reveals that the listing for Greece is somewhat different in terms of the value of the cumulative capital
invested. In August 1994, Greece was in eighth place with a
total of $10.5 million. Nonetheless, this figure was about ten
times as high as the $1.4 million-worth of the Turkish companies' capital.
As a whole, Germany is the largest single consolidated
investor. By August 1994, German firms had invested more
than $120 million in 96 investment cases, followed by The
Netherlands with $30.6 million (in 30 cases), Switzerland with
$26 million (in 47), Belgium with $20.3 million (in 37)
and the United States with $18.7 million (in 69). The latest
government figures published at the beginning of April 1995
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demonstrate that the value of German investments has made
up almost 46 percent of the total (EIU 1995c, 21).
In Romania, Greece lags behind both Turkey and the great
powers. Statistics (EIU 1995c, 39, Romania's National Commission for Statistics 1994, 15, EKEM 1995b, 24, EKEM 1995c,
21) show that at the end of 1994 Greece was in seventh place
in the listing pertaining to the number of FDI cases, and in
thirteenth as to the worth of the total capital invested; more
than 1,300 investment projects by Greek firms brought into
Romania, at an estimated purchasing power parity, some $33.7
million. Unlike Greece, Turkey was in the third and tenth
place, respectively; Turkish capital inflows averaged around
$58 million directed at 3,658 projects.
In general, South Korea appears to be first in the listing
with $158 million-worth of capital invested in a mere four
projects, followed by the United States with about $115.7 million (in 2,043 cases), Germany with $112.7 million (in 4,803),
France with $105.7 million (in 1,446), and Italy with $110.3
million (in 4,730). In contrast to the situation in Bulgaria, in
Romania no great power can be regarded as the indisputably
single consolidated investor. What should be noted are the
strong investment interests of the United States, standing almost on an equal scale with those of Germany. That seems to
be the big exception to the rule in the New Balkans.
In Albania, the figures (EKEM 1994c, 72) illustrate that
at the end of 1993 Greece was second to Italy with respect to
the total capital invested. Greek firms accounted for approxitnately 20 percent, a little less than half of the 53 percent share
of Italian. The presence of German and American companies
was not very strong, since their share stood at 6 percent and 3
percent, respectively. The latest estimates tend to confirm that
Greece remains the second largest investor in Albania (EIU
1995b, 17).
As far as aid assistance is concerned, most of it has been
granted by multinational agencies such as the G-24, the EU,
the World Bank, and the IMF. As to bilateral credits, data
proves that both Greece and Turkey play no important role.
In Bulgaria, in 1992, before the rescheduling of its foreign
debt, Germany accounted for 21.5 percent of the total, followed
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by Japan with 19.8 percent and the United Kingdom with 12.7
percent; Italy was in ninth place with a share of 2.8 percent
(ETU 1994, 31). In Romania, by the beginning of 1995, France
was in first place with some $337.8 million-worth of credits,
followed by the United States with $327 million, Germany
with $94.7 million, and China with $87.2 million (EKEM
1995e, 20-22, 25, National Bank of Romania 1995, 13).
In short, the main point to be made from the assessment
of economic data is that Greece has the strongest trade and
investment links in Albania and Bulgaria. Indeed, it is the
second trading partner and investor of Albania. However, the
latter is more heavily dependent both in terms of trade and
investment capital on its leading partner, Italy, than on the
second, that is, Greece. It follows that Albania has alternative
options to replace Greece as a 'selling market, and as a source
of both supplies and investments. In effect, the use of economic means as instruments both of political coercion and of
controlling Albania's behavior on behalf of Greece is conditioned primarily by the interests of Italy, and secondly by the
interests of the United States, Germany, and partly of Bulgaria. This conclusion likewise holds very true in the case of
Bulgaria, where Greece is its fourth trading partner, but is not
so important as a source of foreign capital. As for the great
powers, Bulgaria is equally dependent for its foreign trade on
Russia and Germany, and secondly on Italy, France, and the
United Kingdom; it is heavily dependent on Germany for capital
flows, and far less on the United States; it is equally dependent for credit on Germany and Japan, and secondly
on the United Kingdom. In Romania, the Greek economic presence is relatively limited. Germany is the leading trading partner
of Romania. The latter is also primarily dependent for its foreign trade on Italy and France, and far behind on Russia and
the United States; it is equally dependent for investment capital
on Germany, the United States, and France, and far second
on Italy; it is likewise primarily equally dependent for credit
on France and the United States, and far second on Germany
and China. Finally, with respect to Turkey, Greece is much
better structurally positioned in Albania and Bulgaria than in
Romania.
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If we now turn to the degree of political penetration on
the part of the great powers, we may come to the conclusion
that although there is an obvious correlation, we can not establish a rigid pattern of cause and effect between economic presence and political power. Having said that, it is not surprising
that despite its relatively low economic penetration in the New
Balkans, the United States is unquestionably the diplomatic
and military protagonist. Without engaging directly in the conflicts, the American administrations play a very active role,
not only in resolving bilateral disputes, but also in strengthening
the domestic stability and the market reforms in progress. To
this end, they employ such instruments as political support,
economic assistance for eclectically chosen projects, and military diplomacy. For instance, in 1993, the United States granted
through the UN to Bulgaria and Romania $850,000-worth of
credits in order to refurbish their border stations located on
both sides of the Danube (EKEM 1993b, 4). It has put
into effect military cooperation agreements and defense protocols with Romania and Bulgaria (EKEM 1994d, 6, EKEM
1995f, 3). In FYROM, since March 1994, some five-hundred
American soldiers have been deployed and stationed under
the auspices of the UN (The International Institute for Strategic Studies 1994, 17). Yet, there have long been established
strong political and military links between the United States
and Albania. It is not an accident that at the beginning of
1995, the two nation-states held a joint military exercise involving Italy, the United Kingdom, and Germany (EIU 1995d,
42).
The latter point highlights the significant degree of the
political penetration of the European great powers as well.
What distinguishes, however, the United States diplomatic presence from that of the European great powers is basically twofold: first the United States is regarded by the Balkan states
as the indisputable leading military and political power of
world politics; secondly, the European powers have much
stronger economic and political interests in the region than
the United States does. There seems a correlation between the
economic presence of the EU's major powers and their political
penetration in the sense that their extensive business contacts
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have paved the way for the development of all the more closer
political relations with the Balkan states concerned. That is precisely the case of Italy, primarily in Albania, and secondly in Romania,
of Germany in Bulgaria and Romania, and of France in Romania.
The United Kingdom seems to keep a low, though increasingly
important, political and military profile; among other things,
at the end of 1993 it signed an agreement on defense cooperation, know-how transfer, and military training with the government of Albania (BIU 1995d, 42, E1KEM 1993c, 9).
On the other hand, Russia systematically seeks to revitalize
and broaden its close political relations with Bulgaria. The
efforts so far have been rather successful. In this regard, in
March 1995, on the official announcement of the signing of
two military and technical cooperation agreements with Russia, the Bulgarian prime minister declared that a would-be
expansion of NATO to eastern Europe should not be effected
without the prior consensus of Russian government (EKEM
1995b, 2). By contrast, Russia's influence over the behavior
of Albania and Romania is rather limited.
In regard to Turkey, it appears to be taking a number
of initiatives for the purpose of becoming the leading political
power in the New Balkans (Ozgur 1994). Compared to its
economic presence, Turkey's political penetration seems to be
extremely strong. In Albania, the military and diplomatic contacts are exceptionally intensive. In November 1992, the two
countries signed several agreements on technical and scientific
cooperation, as well as on military training. Later, in February
1995, they went a step further by concluding a defense cooperation agreement on holding joint military exercises (EKEM
(EKEM 1995f, 5). In Bulgaria and Romania, the military and
diplomatic links are likewise strong, though not so deep-rooted
as those in Albania. Turkey and the governments of these
countries have already reached agreements on mutual diplomatic
support, confidence-building measures, as well as on cooperation in technology transfer and military training (EKEM 1995b,
3). Nonetheless, we should be aware that there exist certain
limitations to Turkey's attempts at political penetration. These
spring principally from two sources. First, because of its Muslim orientation, though a secular state, all the Balkan states
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but Albania find their Orthodox populations opposed to the
idea of a closer affiliation to Turkey. Secondly, Turkey is
faced with serious problems of national identity and social
cohesion as a result both of the resurgence of all the more
assertive Islamic beliefs, and of the Kurdish challenge, a very
militant minority, which accounts for more than 15 percent of
the total population and has claims to self-determination.
On the other hand, although it unequivocally remains
potentially a major regional pole, the New Yugoslavia is currently dealing with such enormous economic and political problems that it is not capable of supporting efforts of political
penetration into the New Balkans. The breakdown of links
with the former Yugoslav republics, the economic requirements
of armed conflicts, the costs both of reinforcing Serbs in Bosnia-Herzegovina, and of housing a million refugees from neighboring countries, along with the consequences of the UN sanctions, the country is awaiting the upturn of the economy in
are no reliable figures available, it is beyond any doubt that
the economy remains in deep and dramatic recession with a
good number of problems hampering growth to accelerate:
fiscal imbalances, high external debts and government deficits,
inflated public spending, shortage of capital, and outdated equipment. In fact, after the end of war and the lifting of sanctions, the country is awaiting the upturn of the economy in
order to recover the ground it has lost over the last six years,
and to build up normal trade and investment links with other
states, primarily in its adjacent area. Once recovery dynamically
comes back, the New Yugoslavia is liable to gradually assume
a more active role in the New Balkans.
To sum up, the structural opportunity that the distribution of power in the New Balkans has endowed Greece with
is further reinforced by a very noteworthy systemic trend of
the broader Balkan security environment: the willingness of the
great powers to abstain from actively intervening in the region.
On the other hand, the structural opportunity is conditioned,
more or less, by two systemic constraints:
• First, the strong economic and diplomatic presence of the
great powers, and principally of the United States and Germany. That, in turn, dictates that in search of a leadership
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role, Greece should not come overtly into conflict with the
great powers' general interests.
• Second, the significant political penetration of Turkey. In
economic terms, Greece seems to be much better structurally
positioned than Turkey. On the other hand, though at a
condition of mutual deterrence, the distribution of military
power comes at the expense of Greece. In political terms,
the two countries appear to be equally well structurally positioned. In fact, we could contend that Turkey is in a more
fortunate position as a result of its geopolitical location
and military superiority. At all events, other than on rare
exceptions, Turkey succeeds in selling itself to the great
powers as a major strategic asset serving and promoting their
interests in the wider oil-rich Middle East arena. In comparative perspective, the strategic importance of Turkey to the
great powers appears to be much higher than that of Greece.
Finally, we should not lose sight of the foreign policy
attitudes of the Balkan states concerned. All these countries,
and in particular Bulgaria and Romania, are, in one way or
another, committed to the principle of the "equal distance"
vis-A-vis the great powers, on the one hand, and Greece, Turkey, and the New Yugoslavia, on the other. Their common
objective is twofold: first, to retain the sovereign independence
that they have recently fully restored; and second, to safeguard
their security by joining NATO and the EU. Therefore, it is
rational to infer that while they urgently seek the help and
support of other countries, they are, more or less, determined
not to offer their political obedience in return. They are ready
to be influenced, but not to be controlled in a similar way that
some of them experienced up to the very recent past. That
holds especially true pertaining to the regionally preeminent
powers. Clearly, Greece can not escape from this somewhat
systematic imperative. But, such is the heart of the matter
regarding domestic constraints.
c) The Third Precondition: Domestic Constraints

The third precondition for Greece's regional primacy is
related to the degree of its political and economic capacity. AlGreece and the Claim to Regional Hegemony
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tematively, that points to the domestic constraints with which
Greece should cope successfully in the context of a grand
strategy design. Suffice to say that we take the domestic political
constraints to pertain to foreign policy problems.
Let us begin with political problems. Some critical questions both of grand strategic orientation and of immediate
external threats to Greece's territorial integrity remain open.
First, following the end of the Cold War, Greece is profoundly split between pro-European Union advocates who give
priority to the successful implementation of the government's
Maastricht convergence program, and the Atlantic Alliance supporters who argue that Greece should proceed to establish a
special relationship with the United States.
Second, Greece is seriously threatened by Turkish expansionism. Indeed, the continuing breach of the sovereign independence of Cyprus, most often perceived as the second "center
of broader Hellenism," by more than 30,000 Turkish troops,
as well as the lasting presence of the Aegean Army, known
as the Turkish Fourth Army Corps, very close to eastern Greek
Aegean islands all point to Turkish expansionist designs on
Greek territory. On the other hand, Turkey claims that Greece
has fortified many of its Aegean islands, and that if it fully
recognizes the sovereignty of Greece in the Aegean Sea, there
would, then, be no international sea passages to western Turkish
ports, the Bosporus, and the Black Sea. However, the long
declared official position of all Greek governments is that as
the former assertion is concerned, Greece is only exercising a
legitimate sovereign right of self-defense. As to the latter, the
International Treaty on the Law of the Sea, which came into
force in November 1994, gives the sovereign right to Greece
to extend its territorial waters to 12 miles.
Last, but not least, over the last five years Greece has
come explicitly or implicitly in conflict with its EU and NATO
partners on three issues of great importance to their interests.
The first concerns the Joint Defense Doctrine embracing the
Greek province of Thrace, the Aegean Sea, and Cyprus that
Greece has concluded with the legitimate Cypriot government.
The second has to do with the Greek policy in the Yugoslav
crisis. Although Greece reluctantly agreed to recognize Croatia
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Slovenia and complied with UN sanctions on the New Yugoslavia, it steadily opposed NATO airstrikes against the Bosnian
Serbs and maintained close relations with the Serbian and
Bosnian leaderships. The third issue is related to the imposition of the Greek embargo on FYROM. This points to the
political problems that Greece faced until very recently, and
in one way or another still faces in its relations, such as in the
cases of FYROM and Albania. The dispute with FYROM
revolved around the prolonged effort of consecutive Greek
governments to prevent recognition of FYROM under the name
of "Macedonia?"11 At the outset of the dispute, Greece took a
very hard line. It insisted on recognizing the new state with a
name that would not include in any form the name "Macedonia."
After taking office, the present PASOK government gave up
the negotiation process under the auspices of the UN. In February 1994, it declared an embargo on FYROM. As a measure
of reaction in practice, the European Commission brought an
action against the Greek government before the European Court
of Justice with the question of the embargo's legality under the
EU treaties. At the first instance, the Court rejected a request
for a temporary lifting of the embargo, but its final decision
on the basic issue was expected to be taken at the start of 1996
(EKEM 1994a, 30-32).
Finally, an official package deal, the so-called Interim Agreement of New York, was concluded in September 1995, whereby
FYROM changed the ancient Macedonian symbol on its flag
and gave a written guarantee that it has no territorial claim
on Greek Macedonia and, in return, Greece lifted the embargo.
Nonetheless, the name issue is still open and negotiations are in
progress without any remarkable development at the end of 1996.
The problem with Albania is twofold. On the one hand,
there is a Greek ethnic minority in Albania, which, according
to Greek estimates, totals some 350,000 people. It is organized,
by and large, under the Democratic Union of the Greek Ethnic
Minority, generally known as OMONIA, and has elected some
of its members to the Albanian parliament. Succeeding Greek
governments have repeatedly declared that Greece has no claim
on Albanian territory, but that what it seeks is the observance
of the fundamental human rights of Albania's Greek minority.
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However, there are a significant number of politicians and
people who are implicitly struggling to annex the geographical
location where the Greek minority in Albania lives. Their activities are not always under control and are denounced succinctly by the Greek governments. On the other hand, Albania
has systematically refused to guarantee the religious and educational rights of the Greek minority, while raising a nonexistent issue of an Albanian minority in Greece. This should
be added to the fact that there are nearly 200,000 illegal Albanian migrants in Greece.
A discernible hardening in the attitude of both the Greek
and Albanian governments over their dispute was experienced
in mid-1993 following the decision of the Albanian leaders to
deport an Orthodox clergyman. Greek authorities responded
by deporting tens of thousands (out of about 200,000) illegal
Albanian refugees. Tensions grew on both sides, when the
president of Albania, Sali Berisha, produced a draft constitution
that included the restriction of the religious freedom of ethnic
Greeks. Albanian voters, however, rejected the new constitution,
and, in effect, some signs of reconciliation were evident. In
April 1994, relations once again deteriorated after some Albanian soldiers were killed in a border station by men presumably wearing Greek army uniforms. In turn, six members
of OMONIA were arrested and convicted of espionage by the
Albanian police. Greece retaliated by blocking the first instalment of an EU package of economic assistance to Albania totaling approximately $20 million out of $45 million It also proceeded with the expulsion of some thousands of Albanian
workers residing illegally in the country (EKEM 1994c, 57-61,
EKEM 1994a, 26-28) . Only when five out of six ethnic Greeks
were released from jail did relations improve significantly.
Since then, there have been a good deal of meetings between the two countries on a ministerial level, and Albania has
agreed to respect human rights, while Greece has consented to
lift its veto on the disbursement of EU funds to Albania.
Though the relations between Greece and Albania are improving for the time being, the dispute pertaining to the protection
of religious and educational rights of Greek minority is not
definitely over.
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In the hope of having explained the political problems
that condition Greece's structural opportunity, we turn our
focus to the economic constraints. Greece is usually faced with
a weak long-term output performance and sustained macroeconomic imbalances. The economy has grown by an annual
average that is a third or a fourth as small as that of its EU
partners over the last ten years. The inflation rate has been
among the highest in the EU, while the budget deficit, the trade
deficit, and the foreign debt have been exceptionally high.
Greek governments, since the preceding decade, have systematically implemented a policy of stabilization and reform, but due
to acute political instability, they have never succeeded in their
targets.
In fact, the economy was badly damaged by the fluid
political situation over the years 1988 through 1991. The
serious heart condition of then Prime Minister Andreas
Papandreou, along with the allegations of corruption in state
enterprises and banks leveled by the opposition both at the
prime minister and at cabinet members and senior administration officials, paved the way for the loss of power by the
PASOK government in the election of June 1989. The result,
however, of the election was indecisive, ultimately producing
an interim coalition government of the New Democracy party
and the leftist political alliance with Synaspismos with a twofold aim. First, a catharsis, that is, the purging of the public life
of PASOK's scandals; and second, the call for elections in
October. The new elections were also inconclusive, insofar as
no party achieved outright victory by winning the absolute majority of seats in parliament. An ecumenical government was
set up out of the New Democracy, PASOK, and Synaspismos,
but the viability of the venture was highly uncertain. The leaders
of the three parties anticipated a new election, since a new
president was to be elected in March 1990, and no party had
the absolute majority. Indeed, following the elections in April,
the New Democracy single-party government was formed, bringing to an end the two-year period of political turmoil, which
heavily hindered economic stability. Not only did the interim
coalition government give way to satisfying the public cry for
pay raises and public-sector employment, but decisions from a
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long list of issues on economy and foreign policy were put off
pending the outcome of the next election. Coalition governments were wholly unable to make policy, take initiatives, and
pass legislation without the explicit agreement of the leaders
of constituent parties. As a consequence, Greece was not properly
prepared in economic and political terms to cope with the
demanding imperatives of further integrated EU policies.
Ultimately, in 1991 the New Democracy government in
conjuction with the European Commission drafted a mediumterm recovery program. Its basic objective was to put the Greek
economy in a better position so as to meet the dictates of the
Maastricht Treaty. However, this program failed as a result
of a worsening external political and economic environment, as
well as of the unexpected fall of the government in 1993. In
that year, the GDP growth rate was almost negative at 0.5
percent, while the gross government debt and the fiscal deficit
stood at over 116 percent and 13 percent of GDP, respectively.
The consumer price inflation was at a record 14 percent and,
in effect, Greece had the highest levels of nominal and real
interest rates in the EU (European Commission 1995a, 57-59,
European Commission 1995b, 16-23).
Since the new PASOK government took office in October
1993 and renewed its authority in September 1996, a number
of restrictive income, fiscal, and monetary policies have been
reintroduced. A new revised middle-term recovery program has
been concluded and put into effect in conjunction with the EU.
Both the then and the present prime minister, together with
the leadership of the ministry of national economy and finance.
have firmly demonstrated their determination to seriously implement the necessary measures in order to reduce the chronic
fiscal deficit and to tackle the strong inflation pressures. To
this end, Greek authorities have announced their intention to
sustain the hard drachma policy and to restrain income growth.
In general, the commitment of the Greek government to the
highest priorities of economic policy, that is, the reduction of
the public sector debt and the strict implementation of antiinflationary measures, has been very strong and unwavering,
despite periodic upheavals in the international currency markets and public dismay over the measures.
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For the time being, some signs of recovery are evident,
and the prospects for an improving performance and growth
are more encouraging. It is forecast that the GDP growth rate
will rise to 2 percent in 1996, while the total fixed investment
will grow by 7.6 percent; the manufacturing output will likewise pick up (EIU 1995e, 3-6, 20-25, EIU 1995f, 3, 17-20).
This modest upswing is likely to be led overwhelmingly by public sector investment based on EU support, since residential
construction and private sector investment is expected to remain relatively weak. Furthermore, the inflation rate has progressively slowed down to less than 8 percent currently.
Nonetheless, the core program of the Greek economy remains the size of the gross government debt. Although the
annual percentage increase has declined, the absolute size of
public sector debt was around 117 percent in 1995. In effect,
debt servicing is bound to continue as the single largest item
of government expenditure. From this standpoint, the capacity
of the government to further save a significant amount of
funds for the purpose of financing the economic, military, and
diplomatic penetration of the country in the New Balkans is
relatively limited. It is obvious that the narrow nature of
government expenditure inhibits Greece from reinforcing more
effectively the activities of Greek firms in the New Balkans,
broadening its networks of economic business and diplomatic
missions, and enhancing foreign aid.
The main conclusion that we can draw from the discussion
presented is that the structural opportunity bestowed upon
Greece by the distribution of power in the New Balkans is
significantly conditioned not only by a number of imperatives
and dictates derived from the broader security environment of
the Balkan peninsula, but also by significant domestic political
and economic constrains.
V. Conclusion

The paper proceeds from the fact that the end of the
Cold War, the progressive rise of a multipolar international
system, the restoration of regional sovereignty, and the emergence
of the economic dimension of security and power all have given
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rise to unprecedented systemic opportunities for regionally preeminent small powers to assume more active or assertive roles
in their respective regions. This by no means follows that
these powers are able to establish a regional hegemony purely
of their own. As a result of their intrinsic power limitations,
the notion of hegemony, as defined in the literature, is not
readily applicable to regional politics.
For the purposes of our analysis, we suggest the term
"regional primacy" as consisting of a regionally preeminent small
power's structural opportunity and structural power. The distribution of capabilities in a particular regional subsystem may
provide one small power or a band of small powers with a
sort of unique "objective" power to influence regional politics
of their own. This is labeled as structural opportunity. Structural power is the perceptual, actual structural opportunity, that
is, when it comes into being through a grand strategy design.
It is related to the improvement of structural opportunity in
terms of all those international conditions favorable to the
maintenance and enhancement of a state's perceived security.
A regional small power may be endowed with the unique
structural opportunity of enhancing its structural power so
much as to obtain regional primacy.
Clearly, the attributes of structural opportunity are not
given. Actually, we can assume that the potential structural opportunity might exist away in time and place, and offer some
benefits for a while. Alternatively, structural opportunity does
not automatically entail realized structural power. A grand
strategy design in the terms of an enduring set of active policies
is needed in order to convert a fully structural opportunity into
realized structural power, which, in turn, may yield sound claims
to regional primacy. The latter presupposes that some requirements are met. In fact, structural opportunity and realized
structural power reflects differences of proportion and degree
in meeting the requirements of regional primacy.
The paper suggests that three basic preconditions should
be met for regional primacy on the part of a regional small
power. First, the distribution of power capabilities should be
in its favor, which entails the existence of a unique structural
opportunity. Second, its attempt should not come overtly into
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conflict with the interests of both the present great powers and
other regionally preeminent small powers. And third, it should
be capable of bearing the political, economic, and military burden
for a relatively long period of time.
In exploring the application of these requirements to the
case of Greece in the New Balkans, the principal thesis emerges
that the country is not presently in a position to assume a leadership role of its own. Although Greece enjoys a unique structural opportunity, there are significant limits to its structural
power. This determines the limits of Greece's regional primacy.
Greece's regional primacy can actually be conceived of as a
sort of partnership in collective leadership.
Indeed, Greece sufficiently meets the first precondition for
regional primacy in the New Balkans. The distribution of
military, economic, and institutional-diplomatic power between
Greece and the Balkan states concerned has endowed the former
with a unique structural opportunity to play a protagonistic
part in its region. The economic and institutional superiority
of Greece in particular is beyond any doubt. Nonetheless,
Greece's structural opportunity is conditioned by a number of
systemic imperatives and domestic constraints.
First, Turkey is better positioned than Greece in the distribution of military and political power, while having notable
military, political, and economc links with the Balkan states
concerned. As compared to Turkey, Greek economic presence
is very strong only in Albania and Bulgaria, relatively limited
in Romania, and almost trivial in FYROM. In sharp contrast
to a powerful Turkish influence, Greek diplomatic penetration
and political influence is merely satisfactory in Bulgaria and
Romania, while being exceptionally problematic in Albania
and FYROM.
Second, the Western great powers have a strong military,
economic, and diplomatic presence in the region. The United
States appears to prefer investing and promoting political and
military contacts rather than engaging in direct trade. The
EU's great powers appear to prefer developing their economic
interests rather than to assume immediate political initiatives.
As a whole, the United States and Germany seem to be the
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major actors, followed closely by France and Italy, and then
by the UK.
Third, the political disputes with FYROM and Albania,
along with the sluggish growth of economy, restrict Greece's
capacity to get Balkan states to do or want what it wants.
The name issue with FYROM is still open, whereas the problems with Albania have not yet been solved. The economy is
far from sound. The extremely large size of gross government
debt is the most serious concern, particularly because it is coupled
with an overextended and unproductive public sector. In effect,
the Greek government can not readily afford to finance political
and economic activities in the New Balkans.
In addition, an important point should be kept in mind.
Common sense indicates that the great powers are not prepared
to grant Greece the status of a leadership power in terms of
regional hegemony. Broadly speaking, a single great power or
some great powers in concert can take one of three attitudes
toward a regional area in which they have less than absolutely
vital interests at stake. They can actively support one or a set
of regional powers in the policies that they seek to set forth;
they can actively get involved in order to control the international politics of the region; or they can withdraw partially only
after the containment of regional conflicts has been guaranteed.
It seems that the great powers prefer establishing deeprooted patterns of economic, military, and political links with
the Balkan states concerned rather than directly intervening
into their current politics and economics. Regardless of the constituent range of national interests, they seek to promote in
concert a threefold central objective: first, to strengthen the
transition of the Balkan states toward democracy and a market economy; second, to contain the spillover of the bilateral
conflicts of these countries; and third, to confirm their political
prestige and economic status. In this respect, the logic and
the struggle for a separate "sphere of influence," as we presumably treat the term in accordance with the historical record
of the period prior to the Second World War, as well as of the
interwar era, is not predominant, at least for the time being.
Rather, the great powers have repeatedly demonstrated signs
of their willingness to support Greece and Turkey, the two
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regionally preeminent powers, in order that they take over a
prota.gonistic role in the region for the purpose of promoting
the great powers' interests. Sometimes, they are inclined to
legitimize Turkey for this role.13 This is not coming as a surprise. Not only does Turkey have strong political and military
interests in the region, but also, and probably of greater importance, it sustains strong and stable political links with the
great powers. The geopolitical location of Turkey in the Balkans and the Black Sea, very close to Russia and the Middle
East, is of paramount strategic importance to the interests of
the great powers.
On the other hand, Greece has come explicitly or implicitly in conflict with its EU and NATO partners on a significant number of issues, and in particular with reference to
the embargo on FYROM and the Yugoslav crisis. After all,
many of the Greek leaders have no clear vision of how Greece
should go about safeguarding its security interests. Greek foreign policy activities suffer from the absence of a united and
integrated grand strategy design. This is vividly evident: first,
in the split regarding the central strategic orientation of Greece
in the post-Cold War era; second, in the divergent ways in
which consecutive Greek governments have dealt with the
problems of FYROM, Albania, and the Yugoslav crisis; and
East, but not least, in the manner in which the Greek authorities
have handled the serious economic problems of the country.
All in all, the claim to regional hegemony has no basis
in reality. It is a great myth. What Greece can really pursue
is regional primacy in terms of an equal partnership in collective
leadership for the purposes of helping the Balkan states concerned
come to grips with new systemic conditions and to enter the
Western international organizations. The preconditions for
such a role are not all met. Therefore, the country can not for
the moment aspire to regional primacy. In fact, the fundamental
dilemma presently facing Greece is how to design a grand
strategy that neither ignores systemic imperatives and domestic
constraints nor forecloses structural opportunity in sight. What
is needed is a pattern of behavior so that the country remains
directly involved in the New Balkans as a partner in leadership, a pragmatic but active role commensurate with its strucGreece and the Claim to Regional Hegemony
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tural position and real political and economic weight, as well
as with its elites' and people's expectations.

NOTES
'The contention on the need of Greece's pmtagonistic role in the
Balkans is rooted in the belief that Hellenism was the one and only driving
force in the region within the economic and political system of the
Ottoman Empire. In this respect, the Balkan Peninsula. is regarded as a
sort of huge "inner space" (6vSoxi'opm), or in other terms, as what is
for Russia the Near Abroad. This attitude has dynamically come back
into the forefront since the demise of the Soviet block. In general, the latter has given boost to traditional nationalist sentiments which call for an
independent foreign policy exclusively in the service of Greek national
interests. We could maintain that the most extreme expression of these
posturings is the claims to the annexation of part of southern Albania,
(North Epirus, Bc5patoc "fficeipoc) where the Greek minority settles in
Greece and the password is "Macedonia is Greek" as well.
2For instance, the former Minister of Public Order, Stelios Papathemelis, argues that Greece should aspire to a role of multi-facetedly
penetrating into the Balkan states, and on occasions of guardianship
(wilasp,ovia) that is, establishing patron-client relationships with them.
The ex-Minister of Defense, Gerasimos Arsenis, asserts that: 'Bus%
Siv utAdus rat ilystiovix6 p6Xo Tfl; `Daciaocc csrai BaXxcivicc ucACTcue
yca% gva xarcaurcxb p6Xo rt; 'EXXiSac. Er& BaXxcivca xaviva
roc av pampa' va4 irc4st. fi1suovix8 pcao [
'EXAckaa urcopsi.
%at rcpinsi No& sivat 11iruouvixavil yi&1
noXtrixt %al oixoyoucxii
6vo pi& usycriXvi rcp6auvapyotata csrec BaAxdivia. Kat aUtb v alv'
xXvicni, 1.u& sUmapta yick uetg, yiec rip) TAXOtaa, &AA& stvat
parSiXn diO6vii" (we do not speak of Greece's hegemcmic role in the
Balkans; we speak of Greece's catalytic role in the Balkans. In the
Balkans •no state can play an hegemonic role [ ...], Greece can, and
must, be the 'steam engine' towards political and economic cooperation
in the Balkans. Not only is such a role a great challenge, an opportunity
for us, for Greece, but it is in our important responsibility as well).
Stelios Papathemelis, "OE ZrOxot. rrig 1D.Xviviaq 'Ecorspixt;
'scat; cm& BccXx6ivicc" (The Targets of Greek Foreign Policy in the
Balkans), in D.C. Constas and P. I. Tsakonas (eds),
'EorepxI lloXccx. 'Eacircepixi; xat Letitia% Ilapiparpot (Greek Foreign Policy. Domestic and International Parameters) (Athens: Odysseas
for the Institute of International Relation, 1995), pp. 96-1D1: pp. 8688; Gerasimos Arsenis, '"AccpiXeca xal Tuvepyania at& Ba)adivia xat
TAAdigla" (Security and Cooperation in the Balkans and Greece), in
Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP),
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'Enernpltra 'Attuvtvgc xal 'EorceptlAc lloAvx '95: 'II EX.XiSa.
xat, 66agog 19944995 (Defense and Foreign Policy Yearbook '95:
Greece and the World 1994-1995) (Athens: ELIAMEP, 1995),
pp. 19:26: p. 24. See also Gerasimos Arsenis, "T6 No 'Atturctx6
6yp,oc" in Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy
(ELIAMEP), 'Ensvolk 'Ap.uvrocilc xcd 'Eci.)tept.x9)G Ilavazifiq '94:
'EXAcik stal 6 K6attoy 1993-1994 (Defense and Foreign Policy
Yearbook '94: Greece and the World 1993-1994) (Athens: ELIAMEP,
1994), pp. 37-47; Chrisanthos Lazaridis, "EEto-cspocii 11oAttcx1): 'AvTexyontcruxh Dcdocrai o' gvccv 'Avtarovvrcvx6 K6sp,o (Foreign Policy:
An Antagonistic Stance in an Antagonistic World), in Institute of International Relations, 1996 (Yearbook 1996) (Athens: I. Sideris, 1996),
pp. 181-190: pp. 184-187.
3Charalambos Papasotiriou espouses the theory that Greek national
interests dictate the advancement, "6176 iX)olvt,wil ',Weak bk
ivcodou 6chAxaycxoti obtovoli,Lxo0 xtxt TcoAt,TtxOCS 67coaustlitLiztoc CITat
nktoca 'cot) yzotUnzpou Suttx,ori cuor6pmme' (under Greek leadership,
of a unified Balkan economic and political sub-system in the context
of broader Western system). Papasotiriou, Tac RzAxitita (The Balkans) p. 278. See also an article by the Director of the North Greece
Industries Association, who adopts the same line of thinking. Nicolaos
Eythimiadis, "TDvrivExt Movapxxil Kurxxxoxim CT& Bria%M141X =I 6
p6Xo; Tiro 'F.fictxscpwcvaxdiv (Dopitov. .tot3 E.B.B.E."
(Greek Economic Predominance in the Balkans and the Role of Enterprises Associations. The Case of North Greece Industries Association), in
ELIAMEP, 'Ens.tvEScc '94, pp. 151-165.
4A number of politicians and scholars are very close to what I
suggest as regional primacy. Alternate Minister of Foreign Affairs George
Papandreou asserts that: "as a thriving pluralistic and democratic society,
which is politically, economically and militarily immuntable, Greece
is ideally suited to play a major role in facilitating the transition
of the Balkan states from totalitarian and autocratic to enduring, modern
democratic and pluralistic states with free-market economies." In addition,
Theodore Christodoulides argues: "Greece could become the driving
force in promoting intra-regional cooperation, which would not only
serve the requirements of an overall Community policy, but would also
initiate an integration-generating process in an area marked by deep
political cleavages."
5See the special issue of International Journal on the question of
regionalism in the Post-Cold War Era: "Regional Powers," International
journal, Vol. XLVI (Summer 1991).
6As Colin 'Cray contends, "as a Realist I believe that force is irrelevant to most of the relations among political communities most
of the time. But I also believe that there are rare occasions when force,
and only force, can satisfy the security needs of the moment. Force is
like an airbag; generally unneeded but life preserving on that one day
in a thousand when the peril is truly acute." Colin S. Gray, "Villains,
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Victims, and Sheriffs: Strategic Studies and Security for an Interwar
Period," Comparative Strategy, Vol. 13, No. 4 (October-December
1994), pp. 353-368: p. 354.
7The Times, 16 December 1994, p. 11.
eiFinancial Times East Europe, Vol. 5, No. 9, 12 May 1995, p. 20.
°In fact, newly released data illustrates that Bulgaria and New
Yugoslavia are the leading trading partners of FYROM. In 1994
Bulgaria was in the first rank as a destination for its goods accounting
for 20 percent of the total, followed by Germany and New Yugoslavia
with 13 percent, and Italy with 10 percent. At the same time, New
Yugoslavia was the first market for FYROM's supplies accounting for
23 percent of the total, followed by Germany and Bulgaria with 17
percent and Italy with 6 percent. The EIU, Macedonia and Serbia.Montenegro. Country Profile 1995 96 (London: EIU, 1996), p. 3.
"United Nations Commission for Europe, East West Investment
News, Autumn/Winter 1994, p. 30.
l'Greece argued that the use af the name Macedonia denotes
the northern Greek Province of Macedonia and, in effect, implies
claims to Greek territory. This argument was reinforced by three elements: first, the reference of some provisions of FYROM's constitution
to several Macedonian minorities that exist in neighboring countries;
secondly, the continuing propaganda of nationalists, compounded by
related literature distributed worldwide, calling for a greater Macedonia
embracing, among others, Thessaloniki, the capital of the Greek province
of Macedonia; and thirdly, the placing of the "16- sited sunbeam"
.s.. 1 of the Kings
star of Philip and Alexander the Great, a royal
of the ancient Greek Macedonia, on FYROM's flag.
"The considerable progress made is characteristically expressible in
the agreements signed in May 1996, which deal with an enormously
interesting set of several issues such as Albanian migrants, cliplomatic
representation and further defence cooperation.
"Several American scholars at least cite Turkey as the only rising
regional power in the Balkans and propose the US Administration to
count on it in order to pronaote the country's interests in the region.
See Graham E. Fuller and John Arquilla, "The Intractable Problem of
Regional Powers," Orbis, Vol. 40, No. 4 (Fall 1996), pp. 609-621;
Robert S. Chase, Emily B. Hill, Paul Kennedy, "Pivotal States and US
Strategy," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 75, No. 1 (January/February 1996).
-

-
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APPENDIX
TABLE 1
GDP growth in Greece, Bulgaria, Romania, Albania, and
FYROM (as % change on same period of preceding year)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
Greece
Bulgaria
Romania

Albania
FYROM

-1.0
3.1
-9.1 -12.0

2.1

0.2

1.7
2.5

3.9
7.4

6.9
6.0

4.5
5.0

-7.0

-3.0

3.0

0.4

-1.0

1.5

-7.7
-8.0

-2.4
1.5

-5.6 -12.9
- 10.0 - 27.7 9.7 11.0
-9.9 -12.1 -13.4 -15.2

3.0

a. estimates-projections
Source: The table is based on data stemming from:

1) The Economist Intelligence Unit, Bulgaria and Albania.
Country Report, third quarter 1996, London: EIU, 1996, pp.
15, 28.

2) EKEM, Balkan Briefing, No. 18, March 1995, pp. 16-18.
3) EKEM, Balkan Briefing, No. 17, February 1995, pp. 19, 22.
4) EKEM, Semi-Annual Report for the Balkans, No. 2, June
1994, pp. 21, 45.
5) The Economist Intelligence Unit, Romania. Country Report,
third quarter 1996, London: EIU, 1996, pp. 3, 7.
6) National Bank of Romania, Annual Report 1993, Bucharest:
NBR, 1994, pp. 7, 88 -89.
7) The Economic Intelligence Unit, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia-Montenegro and Slovenia. Country
Report, second quarter 1995, London: EIU, 1995, p. 18.
8) The Economist Intelligence Unit, Greece. Country Report,
third quarter 1996, London: EIU, 1996, pp. 3, 5.
9) The Economist Intelligence Unit, Business Report Eastern
Europe. Regional Overview, second quarter 1996, London: EIU,
1996, p. 10.
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10) United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, Press
Release, ECE/GEN/44, December 1994, p. 9.
11) European Commission, European Economy. Economic
Trends. Supplement A, Brussels: Directorate-General for Economic and Financial Affairs, No. 4/5, April/May 1995, pp.
16-23.
12) European 'Commission, European Economy Annual Economic Report for 1996, Brussels, Directorate-General for Economic and Financial Affairs, No. 61, 1996, p. 86.
13) European Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
Transition Report Update, London: EBRD, April 1996, pp. 22,
24, 28, 32, 41.
TABLE 2
Inflation (as % change on the same period of preceding year)
and Unemployment (as % change of labor force) in Greece,
Bulgaria, Romania, Albania, and FYROM.
1995

1994

1993

inflation un/ment inflation un/ment inflation un/rnent

Greece
Bulgaria
Romania
Albania
FYROM

14.3

9.7

8.9
12.8

9.2

8.9

62.0

10.5

8.9
13.0
31.6

60.0

16.4

10.8
112.4

256.1

10.2

104.4

11.0

32.3

85.0

32.5

23.0

19.5

6.0

335.0

29.0

57.0

27.3

9.0

Source: The table is based on data stemming from:

1) European Commission, European Economy. Economic
Economic Trends. Supplement A, Brussels: Directorate -General
for Economic and Financial Affairs, Supplement A, No. 4/5,
April/May 1995, pp. 16-23.
2) European Commission, European Economy. Annual Economic Report for 1996, Brussels: Directorate-General for Economic and Financial Affairs, No. 61, 1996, p. 86.
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3) The Economist Intelligence Unit, Greece. Country Report,
third quarter 1996, London: EIU, 1995, P. 3.
4) The Economist Intelligence Unit, Macedonia and SerbiaMontenegro. Country profile 1995-96, London: EIU, 1996, P. 11.
5)EKEM, Balkan Briefing, No. 19, April 1995, P. 28.
6) EKEM, Semi-Annual Report for the Balkans, No. 2, June
1994, p. 22.
7) Bulgarian National Bank, Annual Report 1994, Sofia:
BNB, 1995, pp. 24-25.
8) Bulgarian National Bank, Monthly Bulletin, Sofia: BNB,
No. 4, April 1995, p. 20.
9) The Economist Intelligence Unit, Bulgaria and Albania.
Country Profile 1995-96, London: EIU, 1996, pp. 3, 22.
11) National Bank of Romania, Annual Report 1993, Bucharest: NBR, 1994, pp. 18, 88-89.
12) Romanian Business News, Quarterly Statistics Insert, Bucharest: RBN, Special Insert, July 1995, p. 1.
13) The Economist Intelligence Unit, Business Report Eastern
Europe. Regional Overview second quarter 1995, London: EIU,
1995, p. 8.
14) European Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
Transition Report Update, London: EBRD, April 1996, pp. 23,
24, 28, 41.
15) The Economist Intelligence Unit, Bulgaria and Albania.
Country Report, third quarter 1996, pp. 4, 23, 28.
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Book Reviews
YANNIS RITSOS, Late Into the Night: The Last Poems of Yannis Ritsos.
Translated by Martin McKinsey. FIELD Translation Series 21.
Oberlin College Press, 1995.
Ritsos the Great. I met him twice, once in his apartment in Athens
and then, about ten years later, in his summer home in Karlovasi. The
first time he served us ouzo, the second time Coca-Cola. Decadence.
The long arc of Ritsos's career spanned the era of the Greek
Communist Party's resistance to the Metaxas dictatorship and the Nazi
occupation to the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the Soviet
empire in Eastern Europe. Ritsos remained for most of this time the
icon of the Party, the heroic poet of Romiosini, the political prisoner
repeatedly exiled and imprisoned but never silenced, and the survivor,
at last, of the Party itself and all it represented of this century's hopes
and betrayals.
Beside this official poet (who wrote remarkably little official
poetry, certainly when set beside his peers in the socialist pantheon,
Mayakovsky and Neruda) was a private and in many ways solitary
individual, deeply engaged with the landscape and history of his country
(elements more indissolubly united in Greece than anywhere else) and
marked by much tragic personal experience. The poetic idiom that
bridged the two sides of his personality was surrealism, whose emphasis
on the transformative power of words spoke both to his magical sense
of the natural world and to his faith in the power of ordinary men and
women to remake their human one. For Ritsos even more directly than for
Neruda, the powers of the poet were only declarative of those of the
people, his words an earnest of their future deeds.
A good example of Ritsos's (often ironic) sense of the dialogue
between the poet and the people he serves is the middle-period poem
"Message":
The plumber in his blue overalls on the ladder.
The soles of his feet broad. The pipes of the heating stove
shine on the floor like the trunks of trees
from a silver forest. Up there, against the wall,
he lit his cigarette. His hammer strikes
among small red sparks. What business did we have
putting in a heating stove at this point? Any day now
115

summer will be here. And the chickens have already begun to lay
some sturdy blue eggs beside the wine barrel and the plough.
[translated by Edmund Keeley]
The "summer" of fructification, plenitude, and social justice has
already arrived, heralded by the image of red sparks, and the poet mocks
his reliance on artificial shelter and warmth. Even the stove pipes take
on a magical glitter, however, and the blue-clad laborer seems to mysteriously quicken the blue eggs that complete the image of fecundity
beside the wine barrel and the plough. Nothing untoward takes place,
nothing not completely within the order of the natural world in a
thoroughly domestic scene, and yet everything is changed. It is Ritsos's
vision of revolutionary beatitude in a nutshell: the transformation of the
commonplace, the realization of that which is already present.
Even in exile, in prison, even when forbidden to write (but writing
nonetheless on cigarette casings or toilet paper), Ritsos's faith in the
struggle of his time never wavered. At the same time, his style became
increasingly spare and inward, and less and less politically overt. One
could, without much violence, read him for long stretches as one read
his centrist contemporaries, Seferis and Elytis, who like him resisted the
military dictatorship of 1967-1974, though without being detained as
he was.
As Ritsos began to confront his own impending mortality in the
1980s, however, the world around him suddenly changed. The long
pause of detente broke up, as Mikhail Gorbachev embraced his ideological
adversary, Ronald Reagan, confessing not only the economic but the
intellectual bankruptsy of his regime. Its collapse followed shortly. Apart
from a handful of Marxist academics, the fall of Soviet communism
evoked unalloyed glee in the West, while in Russia and the successor
states it was chiefly regretted by veterans and pensioners. No figure of
stature on either side of the former Iron Curtain lamented its demise.
Even the nominally communist parties of the West, having long since
patched their truces with liberal capitalism, carried on as usual.
Communism had only one true mourner: Yannis Ritsos. He mourned,
without illusion, the abandonment of the political faith that had sustained him for a lifetime, just as he confronted, with lucid despair, his
own approaching death. Perhaps no one has ever faced a more terrible
end, for it is one thing to contemplate one's own death without consolation or pretense, and another to watch the world's future contract
into the vision, as he put it, of a "dead, frozen city" at the same time.
This double dying is at the core of Martin McKinsey's translation
of Ritsos's last, posthumously published book, Argha, poli argha mesa
sti nichta, which Mckinsey renders as Late Into the Night. The liberty
McKinsey takes with the title (literally, "Slowly, More Slowly Into the
Night") shows his general aim, which is to achieve an effect as clipped
and brisk as possible. It is not a bad strategy for translating late Ritsos116
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every translation is necessarily an interpretation—and, whatever it may
sacrifice of a certain poignancy, a certain hesitation in the original, it
works well as direct, colloquial English verse.
The closure of vision appears clearly in the first two poems of the
collection, "Misguided Pursuits" and "Back Then." They are brief enough
—none of the poems here exceeds a page—to consider in full:
Hours of intentional or unintentional forgetfulness.
Fatigue.
Close your eyes. What was the point of all those centuries
lying awake, following the flicker of lights
through the darkness, barely deciphering a window
repeated in miniature in the lens of a young boy's
bottleglass spectades—a window supposedly open
to the miracle of the world? Who were you trying to fool?
Surely not yourself. Go on then—close your eyes.
What Ritsos is "forgetting" in the poem's opening lines is left
deliberately unresolved, as is the question of whether this forgetting is
a willed withdrawal from painful or useless memory or the involuntary
amnesia of the old. Much pivots on the next, isolated word, "Fatigue,"
which generates both the poem's directive ("Close your eyes") and the
long parenthetical image of a faint, uncertain vision (the "window"
revealed through "the flicker of lights" beyond which—only "supposedly"
—lies "the miracle of the world"), refracted in turn through the thick
spectacles and childish consciousness of the "young boy." It is all a
will o' the wisp, and yet the speaker has been following it for "centuries"
—until now. The "you" of the penultimate line remains unspecified; it
may he the speaker, the boy, or the hypothetical deity responsible for
the world's illusion. The poem closes with a repetition of its directive:
"Go on then—dose your eyes."
"Back Then" suppresses the elderly speaker in favor of a more
direct imperative statement:
At night, an echo of great and glorious days
reaches you still: houses, forests, ships ablaze,
horsemen racing to belfries or down into the plain,
others bringing in the dead, raising flags,
painting the moon's red crescent on walls. Now
a riderless horse-cart careens down the beach road
and the stray black dog stares into the river
as if it already knew everything we don't want to see.
Here, the central image of revolutionary struggle, confused but
vibrant and purposive, is cast against the nightmare present of an empty
cart rushing to nowhere. The "black dog" that stares prophetically becomes a recurrent image ("Homeland," "Inertia") presaging both per-
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sonal death and the inhuman future. Once again, the poem closes with a
tefusal of vision, but not before leaving us with all that "we don't
want to see."
Vision is, in fact, the connective thread of these poems: at times
the "pointless lucidity" (one poem's title) of an old man's insomnia, at
times the broken vision of justice that returns in dreams, at times the
agonized desire to hold fast to a world that is fading into darkness. For
all the emptiness they evoke, they are drenched in color; consider the
openings of "Forgetfulness," "Intimations," and "Two in the Afternoon":
The house with the wooden stairs and the orange trees
facing the blue mountains.
On the black and white tiles in the hallway
someone had left a basket of apples.
In the yellow field, a straw hat and a red cow.
A white horse switching greenflies with its tail.
Against these painterly evocations of the natural world of grace
and the domestic one of order, Ritsos sets images of stasis and decay
("Rust from mothballed ships/ dirties the virgin waters"; "a glass bowl/
with rotted apples"; "the old tanneries/ long abandoned and half in
ruins"). Some of these images recall the vanished world of industrial
labor, but what has really been lost is hope:
At night,
houses and trees and people grow heavy and droop
beneath an insuperable weariness—a weariness
that fifty or so years ago
a tiny butterfly could have lifted on one wing.
("Stages of Weariness")
History, the movement toward revolution, has been replaced by
news, the meaningless recycling of events as entertainment or omen:
"The newscaster's voice/ carries from across the street. I don't want to
hear" ("Bitter Knowledge"); "No one knew what was happening.
The newspapers looked elsewhere" ("Denouement"); "Outside,/ the
old man selling newspapers in the street/ hoarsely shouted the harsh
news" (Harsh News"). 'While "the blitz of yellow motorcydes" fills
the street ("Hour of Anonymity"), empty sound amplified by empty
motion, "Friends disappear" ("Perhaps"), the musicians depart "with
'newspapers over their heads" ("Balance"), suitcases lie open in the
hall ("Changes"), and a dead boy leaves behind his plastic boats
("Good Luck"). The poet, too, loses his compass, excluded both by the
world's "silent beauty [that) no longer takes us in" ("Pointless Lucid118
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ity") and by a future that, merely an ever-more crowded present, has
no room for the old and no place for the young.
Wrapped in this long fugue of leave-taking is a veiled autobiography. In "Incident," the unnamed male subject of the poem is approached by two women, one of whom carries a thermometer while the
other brings a leather belt. Upon the presentation of these gifts, "Immediately/ [realizing} he was a poet," the man walks into a hall with
five statues, one of which "was missing its hands and penis." 'The poet's
initiation is thus simultaneously an empowerment and an impoverishment. The belt signifies, perhaps, prophetic robes, and the thermometer
is a modern thyrsus, a phallus, dividing rod, and measuring instrument
all in one. But, in "Sparse Leavings," prophecy has failed, and all that
remains is its deceptive opposite, nostalgia:
So we believed in our own metamorphosis. But now
the broken thermometer doesn't give any reading.
Only sometimes, in our sleepless nights, the heads of
mercury scattered on the ground
wink at us, like make-believe stars.
The poet's gift of metamorphosis, like the transformative potential
of the proletariat, is a broken reed, its spilled, glittering seed a mockery
of the stars' promise. But the very act of saying so belies the poet's
loss of powers. In the succeeding poem, "Work Table," he imagines
his muse, now named Urania, setting her handbag, gloves, and bracelet
on his "worm-eaten, bullet-riddled" desk and lying silently beside him
in the small hours of the night. The butterfly of hope is now only the
"charred moth wings" he has swept off the table ("Bitter Knowledge"),
and he himself is "weightless" in his solitude, almost ready to "fly":
But no.
He sits in a chair. Picks up an apple. Bites into it.
At last, he can read his proper name—in the teetlunarks.
("Self-Knowledge")
At the moment of surrender, the poet remembers what he is first
and foremost—a rebel. He cleaves again to the earth and to its fruits, and
leaves his defiant signature in them. Similarly, in "Last Diversions," his
Prospero-like renunciation of •his art conjures up the hidden image of
revolution:
Truly,
you have worn many masks in your time. Now
you toss them onto the fire one after the other
and enjoy watching them go up in flames,
the red glow flickering on your idle hands.
What cannot be gained is the inexorable approach of death. This,
as Ritsos calls it, is "The Other Fear," not that of "Prison, torture,
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exile," even execution in the struggle, but something "silent, unbreathing, an invisible adversary." It cannot be met with defiance, but only
the "dignity" of laying out one's own burial clothes: "black shoes, black
socks,/ a black suit." The color black increasingly permeates the poems
until the inevitable, culminating image emerges of "the black boat
with its shadowy oarsman/ slowly drawing away from the shore" ("The
Black Boat"). The eighty-two brief, numbered, untitled poems with
which the book ends are speckled with black: "a black kerchief" (37);
"the black words" (40); "a black bird/ perched on his forehead" (65);
"only blackness" (71). Here no other colors are permitted but white,
silver, and gold, and these too are associated only with death, burial,
and the void. In Number 4, the poet declines the muse's last gambit
in a poem that reads in its entirety: "As she was coming down the
stairs,/ a rose fell from her hair./ I didn't pick it up." But, even in
the penumbra of death, refusal still stirs: "He hasn't laid down arms.
He wants to oppose/ something beautiful to advancing night" (41).
And face to face with horror vacui, where even words disappear, he
forces a final vision into the teeth of the void:
What is white, is empty.
I write a word on a blank
sheet of paper—a hole
in emptiness. Through the hole
I see vehicles going past,
and the young flower-girl laying
small bouquets of jasmine
on the tables of working-class cafes.

(73)

With the last poems of Vrettakos and Elytis, Late Into the Night
forms a triptych in the ars moriendi of the twentieth century. It is a
chapter in the long history of exile that begins with Ovid, and the last
testament of an abiding revolutionary who was also a great poet. In its
unflinching lucidity, its refusal to submit to despair, and its complete
absence of self-pity, it is a human testament as well. Poem after poem
locks down on a line that evokes the last bleakness: "One hole. Two
holes. Nobody is present" ("Harsh News"). "The cold, corrosive touch
of nothing there" ("Evacuation"). "A small black hat and nothing
else" ("Until One Night"). "A pack of feral dogs ... fighting over
a bone" ("Same as Ever"). "And the poem/ with a cross of wax sealing
shut its mouth" ("And the Poem"). "Close your eyes" ("Misguided
Pursuits"; "Naught"). And yet there is also the quiet, perfect promise
that ends "Good Luck": "Not one of night's stars is a lie."
Which poet has ever said a gallant thing better?
Not one of night's stars is a lie.
—Robert Zdler
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ELENI E. Komocou, haw% Titx7catarotac o AY0p6m0C-0 A0710414'
tylq, 1800-1828 (Ioa.nnis Kapodistrias: The Person—the Diplomat,
1800-1828) Eleventh edition. Athens, 1997. 434 pp.

Ioannis Kapodistrias served as independent modern Greece's first
governor, or head of state. Born on the island of Corfu in 1776, he
studied in Padua, and later joined the Russian foreign service, rising
to the rank of foreign minister. In 1822, Kapodistrias resigned his post
in order to devote himself to helping the Greek revolution, which had
begun a year earlier. He had been approached by the rebels prior to that,
but had declined to become involved, hoping to help by influencing Russian policies toward the Greeks. A Greek insurgent national assembly
elected Kapodistrias governor in 1827, and in January 1828 he arrived
in the Greek-controlled areas to take up his responsibilities as leader.
That was a time when the terms of Greek independence were still being
debated among the Powers. Kapodistrias ruled autocratically, while making
great efforts to establish a centralized Greek state, incurring a great deal
of opposition among notables and military chieftains with local power
bases. The Powers recognized Greece as an independent state in 1830,
and Kapodistrias fought for a more favorable determination of its
boundaries. But domestic opposition to his measures continued, and one
of his opponents, Petrobey Mavrornichalis, assassinated him in the town
of Nafplio in October 1831.
There are so many works on Ioannis Kapodistrias that two historians,
Christina Koulouri and Christos Loukos, published a book on the study
of Kapodistrias entitled, Tot, rcp600nco& Toll &moat:nom: 0 vpdrsoc Ku6zpvircyx -ow EAAacc; vsosAX7pLyil tasoXoyfe [The Faces of
Kapodistrias: The First Governor of Greece and Modem Greek Ideology (1831-1996) Athens: Poreia, 1996. 285 pp.) Appropriately perhaps
for a 'book on a pioneer of modern Greek state-building, this impressive
study was funded by the Greek government's General Secretariat for Research and Technology. The book surveys the ways Kapodistrias has been
depicted and considered by commentators and historians from the moment
of his death through the present. There is a bewildering array of perspectives on Kapodistrias, from hero to villain, from dictator to democrat, from elitist to populist, and all this against a continuous appropriation of Kapodistrias by advocates of a broad range of policies.
His admirers have rolled for a new Kapodistrias when disenchanted with
the policies of the government of the day, and his detractors have likened
him to politicans they oppose.
At the end of this account, an extensive bibliography lists 461
articles and 245 books published on or about Kapodistrias between 1831
and 1996. The largest number of publications in a single year, twelve
books and twenty-nine articles, was in 1976, the two hundredth anniversary of Kapodistrias's birth. The second and third highest number
of publications produced was in the two years that followed.
Eleni Koukkou's book, Ioannis Kapodistrias: The Person—The Dip-
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lomat, 1800 1829, first appeared in 1978, in the wake of the outpouring
that marked the two hundredth anniversary. Less than two decades later,
the book came out in its eleventh edition. Printings in Greece vary between one and three thousand, and there is no information on the actual
number of copies of this book that have been produced. Yet there is
no doubt that this is by far the most read of all seven-hundred-plus
publications on Kapodistrias, most likely a record for any modem Greek
history text. The book has also received a prize from the Academy of
Athens, although the literary tastes of that moribund institution count
much less than the remarkable eleven editions this book has gone through.
Nevertheless, Kouldcou's book on Kapodistrias does not do very
well in the eyes of the compilers of the volume on Kapodistrian studies.
The authors describe Koukkou as a person who has devoted her career
as a professor at the University of Athens to preserve and defend Kapodistrias's memory, a task she has pursued with a missionary zeal. She
is said to regard Kapodistrias as a single-minded savior of Greece, and
her book supports this view by describing his political career in an almost
fictional sense of a strugle between good and evil.
Koukkou's approach to Kapodistrias is indeed partisan and methodologically "old fashioned," but it does provide valuable insights into
Kapodistrias' role—and it is also readable, a virtue not shared by many
other similar studies. There is plenty of evidence that Koukkou regards
Kapodistrias as a devoted savior of his Greece. For example, she writes
that in 1827, "from now on there was no other goal in Kapodistrias's
life than the restitution of Greece and its total liberation ..." (p. 208).
Methodologically, this biography of Kapodistrias is very closely focused
on accounting for his actions chronologically. It eschews any kind of
thematic approach that would interrupt the narrative and organize the
material in a more analytical manner.
This book, despite the above criticisms, still remains a very useful
source in understanding Kapodistrias's role in Greek affairs in the 1820s
in two ways. The first is obvious: this is a detailed and well-documented
account, as well as a readable one, so it provides the uninitiated with a
solid introduction to Kapodistrias's actions during this period. The second
way this study is valuable is less obvious, because it has to do with an
unintended consequence of this type of biography. Since this study
places Kapodistrias at the center of a story in which he is depicted as the
savior of 'Greece," it provides readers with many useful insights into
Kapodistrias's role in the "imagining," or "constructing," of modern
Greece. This information Koukkou furnishes as proof of the governor's
patriotism that his detractors deny him. And she provides a great deal of
data, having evidently scoured the relevant, voluminous documentary
evidence, and all this can be used profitably by a non-specialist to draw
albeit somewhat different conclusions.
Perhaups a concrete example will help illustrate this point. The
author cites Kapodistrias's correspondence with Andreas Moustoxyclis, in
late 1827, very soon before Kapodistrias would arrive in Greece and
assume the role of governor. Moustoxydis was a historian, a member of
-
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the Greek diaspora intelligentsia, and based in Italy. Thinking ahead
to the responsibilities that lay ahead of him, ICapodistrias solicited Moustovydis's help in what he considered a primary duty of the Greek government, namely "teaching faith in the nation." Koukkou qualifies this statement in her book by adding that this faith existed (among Greeks) but
it was uncultivated and unenlightened (p. 264). Others may see this
as an excellent example of how the first political leader of a newly independent Greece was concerned about inculcating a sense of nationhood
among Greeks that was nonexistent. Indeed, Koukkou's subsequent, comprehensive discussion of the information Kapodistrias asked Mou.stoxydis
to collect on Greece from the Venetian archives provides a great deal of
evidence that can be used by historians with alternative interpretive
frameworks—and this applies to many other parts of her study.
Thus, it would be too rash to dismiss this book, even if one considered it an hagiographic study, as do many professional historians in
Greece, because it is written and documented in such a manner that
permits the non-specialists to draw their own conclusions. This applies
to the main body of the book and to the additional fifty unpublished
documents that the author provides in an appendix. This may be an
admiring history of events, with Ioannis Kapodistrias placed firmly at
the center of them, but it lends itself to multiple uses—and is not that,
after all, the reason why some books have a very long shelf life and go
into multiple editions?
— Alexander Kitroeff

Haverford College

PENELOPE KARAGEORGE, Red Lipstick and the Wine-dark Sea. New York:
Pella Publishing Company, 1997. 86 p.
Red Lipstick and the Wine-dark Sea, a compilation of poems by
Greek American poet Penelope Karageorge, foregrounds issues and
themes that permeate both contemporary American women's writing in
general and Greek American writing in particular. This work occasions
the exploration of female subjectivity and selfhood in its multiple
manifestations of feminine consciousness and experience, and at the same
time, it anchors that very subjectivity along the lines of class and ethnicity.
Drawing its rich imaginery from the popular cultures of the United
States and Greece, Karageorge's poetry centers on a Greek American
woman who traverses the boundaries between these worlds in search of
self-recognition. It takes as its frame of reference shared images from every
day life, as the female persona moves effortlessly from a postmodern
American urban cityscape to a Greek pastoral landscape. Karageorge's
heroine vasillates from the sleek, commercialized glamour of upscale
New York City, where "the world's sky-high," "a landscape of neon
and stone," "granite walls festooned with diamonds," to the elemental,
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natural beauty of a Greek island village, "the sun-dried field," "the winedark" and "crystal sea."
In unfolding the bicultural world of a Greek American woman
coming of age in the 1960s, Karageorge represents the female subject's
position in terms of a hybrid, or "a non-closed mix of self/s and others,"
to use Helene Cixous's formulation. In counterpoint to an upper-middledass American "I," Karageorge at times projects a Greek peasant matriarchal figure as an alternate self. Acutely aware of the subject's familiar
genealogy, the poet grounds its identity in relation to that ancestry by
association and through wordplay. In this sense, the poetry demonstrates
how our "subjective singularities are," as Cixous puts it, "composed."
We are "carriers of previous generations, we are, without knowing it,
heirs, caretakers, witnesses of known or unknown ancestors," not only in
the conceptualization of our being, but also in its articulation through
the medium of language and through the form of the literary text.
Such a perspective can illuminate a reading of Karageorge's poem
"Exile," for example, in which a Greek American woman returns to her
grandmother's house on the island of Limnos. Inundated by memory, the
persona's exilic consciouness externalizes loss—that which it had sought
to overcome in the symbolic return. By shifting referents, Karageorge
conveys how the persona assumes the identity of her grandmother. A
fellow "exile" and "reject," the persona engulfs their common sorrow:
When I return to my Greek house in the village
of Lichna, the stones await me.
I swallow them with salt and greens and weep.
Yiayia, I live in your house. Exile. Reject.
Abandoned by your husband, you embroidered tears
into linen. The rocks received you
and you ate them and served glyko and then walked
up the steep stairs on short legs.
Yiayia, we swallow stones fragrant with oregano.
yellow tear stones we pluck from the sea.
Here, as in other poems, such as "Riddle With Three Legs," "My
House Was Occupied," "Black and Blue," and "Island Prayer," we see
variant references to home and homeland, residence and domicile, as the
voice ponders the question of belonging in its focus on the domestic
sphere, a traditional domain for a woman in Greek rural society. The recurring image of the house and the claim to its dual ownership by both
grandmother and granddaughter becomes the symbolic space through
which the female subject extracts entitlement to not only her inheritance
but also to her heritage. The house, moreover, becomes a contested
space, alternately "occupied" and "abandoned" by male representatives
of authority and of dominance, as the father in "Exile" or as the enemy
soldiers and the village schoolteacher in "My House Was Occupied."
By contrast, Karageorge at other times posits the subject as observant of its familial genealogy, but defining its identity as distinct
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from that ancestry, seeing the Greek matriarchal figure as its "other."
In the poem "Avenue B Rembetiko," for example, the self is an
American of Greek heritage who does not overtly problematize either
what it means to be an "ethnic" or to be an "assimilated" Greek American
—unlike the stance taken in other contemporary writing dealing with a
bicultural consciousness and the complexities wrought by multiculturalism.
Karageorge relates the confusion of a young Greek American woman
who, in the aftermath of her experimentation with psychedelic drugs,
thinks back upon her search for female "role models"—both real and
unreal, ancestral and mythic ones, in other words, those socially formed
and those technologically engineed by the media. Her American habits
and tastes differ markedly from the mores and ways of her metanastic,
peasant forebearers, her maternal "first loves," whom she regards as
`foreign" and as "guests," "set apart" from herself:
Hardship traveled from Greece with
them. Tragic eyes set them apart,
guests in this Lana-Tumered landscape
of America. But I, fed on Rice Krispies and
speaking no other tongue than English, was
anointed to go forth smiling, although
my first loves were foreign and solemn,
ancient black-dressed ladies with paper
sacks who dug in dirt for dandelion
greens, and taught me to sop up
olive oil from a plate rimmed with bluebirds.
Karageorge also shows how the subject becomes enveloped in the
insularity of American individualism, in comparison to a Greek peasant
pictured seemingly at one with the natural world, as in "Shepherd and
Self." In stark contrast to such an idyllic existence, the American persona
in "Socrates in Denim" views tourism's blatant commercialism and its
effect on Athenian life. Amid the city's ancient ruins, "myths are for
sale," and one can "Map out desire in Hermes Travel Bureau."
Other poems, such as "Lipstick," "Smoke," "Bloomies," and "Tessie
at Tea Time," graphically explore aspects of female sexuality and
eroticism through conscious reference to the body, either by generating
surrealistic images or by drawing on stereotypic representations of women
in popular culture. Beyond opening questions of selfhood, class, and
ethnicity, then, Karageorge's poetry provides contexts for further reflection in debates within feminist discourses. Should gender be viewed
as a biological essentialism or as a socially constructed notion? Can such
poetry be viewed in terms of voicing resistance? Does it employ the oppositional strategies of a writing and of an epistemology that is inherently
feminine? In weighing such questions, the versatility of Karageorge's
poetry gives ample opportunity for a reconsideration of prior assumptions.
— Martha Klironomos
San Francisco State University
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